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Abstract 
In 2014 the network for energy efficient multi-residential buildings, BeBo, finished a project 

called “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” (“One building, five opportunities”). The purpose was to 

provide insight into and a comparison of five different renovation alternatives for an existing 

building from the million-housing program, resulting in a decrease in energy use by at least half. 

Since the completion of this project the district heating tariffs have undergone deeper 

differentiation and added complexity, with several price components that make up the total DH 

(district heating) price, such as power price, energy price and return temperature discount or fee. 

Meanwhile, average electricity prices in Sweden have increased. The impacts of these price 

developments on the energy cost savings of the five alternatives in “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” 

have not been investigated.  

 

Due to this, the consultant company WSP, which is tasked with coordinating BeBo, requested an 

investigation on what change there has been in heating costs for the renovation alternatives from 

“Ett hus, fem möjligheter” between 2014 and 2019 in the city of Stockholm, with focus on 

Stockholm and Solna municipality. Energy demand for the building and its alternatives was 

simulated and entered into an energy cost calculation tool called PRISMO developed by BeBo in 

2017, together with energy price structures for Stockholm municipality (from Stockholm Exergi 

for DH and from Ellevio for electricity) and Solna municipality (from Norrenergi for DH and 

from Vattenfall Eldistribution AB for electricity). 

 

The results showed a change in energy cost for all alternatives in all scenarios. In Stockholm 

municipality, both district heating and electricity cost has increased for all alternatives. DH cost 

has increased by between 15% and 18% for the base building and all alternatives using only DH 

(alternatives 1 and 2). In alternatives with combined DH and electricity the DH cost has 

increased by about 24% where DH is used for domestic hot water and peak heat load, and by 

slightly more than 30% where DH is used for peak heat load only. Alternative 5.2, with DH for 

peak load and where DH power demand is low due to higher heat pump power, sees the highest 

increase in DH cost, being 49%. This is despite lowered energy cost, primarily due to significant 

increase in the power cost and lowered return temperature bonus. Electricity cost has increased 

by about 30%. The buildings with a higher share of power cost compared to energy cost have 

seen a larger increase between the years, and high electricity demand has also contributed to a 

larger cost increase.  

 

In Solna municipality the DH price structures did not change considerably between 2014 and 

2019 and as such the DH costs see only small changes. Most of this change in DH cost is due to 

a change in power price coming to favor buildings with power demand above 96 kW, with small 

contribution from a minor energy price reduction. Return temperature malus did not change 

between 2014 and 2019. The DH cost has decreased for all applicable alternatives by at most 
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2%, except for alternatives 1 and 5.2, where it has increased by 0.3% and remained the same, 

respectively, due to higher relative power cost for their lower power levels. Similarly to in 

Stockholm municipality, the electricity costs have increased significantly, by about 35%. 

Alternatives partially or fully heated by electricity have all shown an increase, which is lesser the 

higher the extent of DH use is. Accordingly, the largest increase in energy cost is found for the 

fully electrified alternative 5.1. 

 

Energy cost changes obtained in this study were compared with changes in energy cost reported 

by the Nils Holgersson Gruppen, a reporting group created by various housing companies and 

associations in the industry. The comparisons show that energy cost changes are aligned for both 

DH and electricity in Solna municipality and for electricity in Stockholm municipality. However, 

the cost change for DH in Stockholm municipality in this study is about +15-18% for DH-only 

alternatives, whereas this change is reported as -2% (between 2014 and 2018) by Nils 

Holgersson Gruppen for their DH-only reference building. Implementing Nils Holgersson’s 

reference building energy demand data in PRISMO together with DH price structures of 2014 

and 2019 for the same municipality shows that there is an increase in DH cost by 8.2% over this 

time period, excluding return temperature discounts or fees, as return temperature is not 

considered in the Nils Holgersson Report.  
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1. Introduction  
Between the years 1965 and 1974 a major reformation in the Swedish construction occurred, and 

over a million dwellings were built - this was denoted as the million-housing program. The major 

reformation was not only to increase the number of dwellings in Sweden but also to demonstrate 

the goal of increasing the rate of the housing production, which was done by building more 

rationally and more industrially. The most common building that was built during this period 

was the three-floor building, with three stairwells. With this type of building the housing queues 

disappeared, which was possible due to the rapid building. Moreover, in order to increase the 

technical lifetime of the buildings many of the existing buildings are in great need of 

refurbishment and improvement in energy efficiency. It is estimated that the cost for the 

refurbishment of the buildings belonging to the million-housing program to be between 300 to 

500 billion SEK. Furthermore, nowadays many property owners of the million-housing program 

in the multi-family residential areas chose to demolish the building, mainly due to difficulties to 

rent out the dwellings. In the future, demolition of the building can be a stronger incentive 

compared to refurbishing the building (Boverket, 2014).  

 

The national environmental quality objective for energy efficiency that was set in 2006 states 

that the energy utilization in buildings shall be reduced with 20% by 2020 and 50% by 2050, 

compared to the levels of the year 1995 (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2013). In order to reach these 

objectives, the Swedish Energy Agency estimates that around 3 out of 4 already existing 

residential buildings will require renovation by the year 2050 and highlights the importance of 

combining them with energy efficiency measures. 

  

A network for promoting energy-efficient multi-residential buildings was created in 1989, on the 

initiative of the Swedish Energy Agency, called BeBo. Between 2013 and 2014 BeBo was 

responsible for a project called “Ett hus, fem möjligheter”, with the aim of aiding actors in the 

housing sector to find suitable routes to increase the energy efficiency of their buildings (BeBo, 

2018). In this project, five different upgrades were modeled for an existing multi-dwelling unit 

from the Swedish million housing program, with similar improvements in energy efficiency. It 

was highlighted by the project report writers that real renovations with improved energy 

efficiency resulted in low profitability, due to low ability to reduce peak demand costs, and that 

profitability varied with location, due to the geographic variation in energy tariffs. Further, it was 

concluded that the availability of information on how district heating tariffs affect property 

owners requires improvement and that more active communication is needed between property 

owners and district heating companies, regarding the development of district heating tariffs 

(Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014).  

 

Since the project “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” finished in 2014 the district heating tariffs have 

undergone deeper differentiation and added complexity, while average electricity prices in 
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Sweden have increased. The impacts of these price developments on the energy costs of the five 

alternatives in “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” have not been investigated.  

 

The electricity price is constituted by the trading price, grid price and tax, and shows a volatile 

development. Regarding DH, the price differentiation includes more detailed power rates that 

result in high costs for buildings with high power demand, regardless of energy consumption, 

changes in seasonal energy cost, and implementation or change of return temperature costs - a 

bonus-malus system for the district heating return temperature from the building, where a 

temperature above a certain limit is penalized and one below it is promoted economically. Both 

these structures aim to better reflect the real cost of production and distribution of DH. 

Furthermore, the energy consumption rates tend to change on a yearly basis and are structured 

differently by the various district heating providers.  

 

1.1 Problem statement  
With the changes and deeper differentiation in energy price structures since “Ett hus, fem 

möjligheter” the heating expenses of the various renovation alternatives could be expected to be 

different. This, and the possibility of the specific price components in the differentiated price 

structures being changed in various ways, could in turn impact current and future choice of 

renovation accordingly. 

 

1.2 Aims and objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to assess the development in heating costs for the base house and its 

different renovation alternatives from “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” for the locations of Stockholm 

and Solna municipalities, between 2014 and 2019. A subsidiary aim is to determine which are 

the changes to the mechanisms in energy price structures that have driven these cost 

developments. 

 

In order to reach the above stated aims, the following sets of objectives are established: 

 

 To identify the price structures of the relevant energy providers for 2014 and 2019, that is 

to be used for energy cost calculation 

 To simulate the energy demand for the base house and its alternatives, that is to be used 

for energy cost calculation 

 To determine energy costs for all building alternatives, for both 2014 and 2019, using 

BeBo’s energy cost calculation tool PRISMO. The obtained price structures and energy 

demands from the two previous objectives are used here as input data to the tool 

 To compare the development in energy costs of the buildings between 2014 and 2019, for 

each municipality respectively 
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 To analyze the development in the costs of energy components and evaluate these against 

the changes in price structures 

 

1.3 Methodology 
The economic impact of the price structures on multi-dwelling units will be assessed for a house 

built during the Swedish million housing program and five different types of energy efficiency 

renovations for it, presented in the project “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” by BeBo. One of the 

alternatives consists of six sub-alternatives, resulting in what will in reality be 10 alternatives in 

total for the base house. For this a literature study and data collection is conducted, followed by 

modelling and data analysis in step-by-step order, as presented below: 

 

Step 1: Literature study 

In the literature review information was gathered about the energy context of the houses of the 

million program and information about the proposed building for this study and its various 

renovation alternatives. Further, a review was made on district heating and electricity, along with 

their price structures. All information about the building was gathered from reports by and 

interviews with Roland Jonsson and Emma Karlsson, WSP. Other data was acquired from 

company and industry association websites, found via Google search engine, and reports found 

through Primo (KTHB literature search engine), the Diva-portal and Google Scholar. The 

sources that have been used in this study are recent, at least from the 2000’s, to help ensure that 

the information is still relevant and up to date. 

 

Step 2: Modelling 

The energy demand of all building alternatives was determined through simulation, using the 

relevant building parameters established in “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” and climate data for the 

Stockholm region. The price structures were obtained for the municipalities of Stockholm and 

Solna for years 2014 and 2019. Then, the energy demand of each building and the energy price 

structures were applied into the tool PRISMO, for the determination of energy cost of each 

alternative for years 2014 and 2019. 

 

Step 3: Analysis 

The energy cost results from PRISMO from 2014 and 2019 were compared to obtain the cost 

change. Detailed results on district heating price components were also obtained and compared 

similarly. From these data an analysis and discussion on energy cost changes was made, where 

they were evaluated against the change in price structure mechanisms. 

 

1.4 Limitations 
The building heat demand and energy price structures are here considered only for the 

municipalities of Stockholm and Solna, respectively. Any eventual cooling demands of the 
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building and its renovation alternatives are not investigated, and followingly, district or electric 

cooling costs are not considered in this study.  

 

1.5 Extent of work 
This extensive study and analysis of energy cost development for all 11 building alternatives, in 

two municipalities and between two different years, has been possible due to the advantage of 

being two authors involved in this thesis. Within the time limit of a thesis one can only 

accomplish a certain amount of work. In the case this work would have had only one author it 

would have been halved by for instance demarcating to fewer building alternatives, or limiting 

the work to cover only one municipality.  

 

The energy cost development has been investigated for the base building and all its different 

renovation alternatives from “Ett hus, fem möjligheter”, for two different municipalities in the 

Stockholm region. This has required extensive data collection and analysis of the various 

building parameters and climate data for simulating the energy demand of all 11 buildings, 

including meetings and correspondence with actors responsible for “Ett hus fem möjligheter”, as 

well as correspondence with each energy provider in the municipalities for obtaining past energy 

price structures. All this data together with the simulation results have enabled for the calculation 

of all energy cost development scenarios using the tool PRISMO, which have required the 

authors to fully learn and understand this tool. Further external processing was required to obtain 

results. A total of 44 energy cost scenarios have been calculated (11 building energy demands 

combined with 2 municipalities and 2 different years studied). Following the obtaining of cost 

results, much effort has been spent on interpretation and post-processing for relevant and 

effective ways conveying them in this report. These results have also been compared to data 

collected and processed from the Nils Holgersson Gruppen, and the energy demand for the 

reference building used by this organization has been used for separate energy cost calculation of 

it in PRISMO. During this entire process the authors have provided each other feedback and aid 

where needed.  

 

This thesis has comprised 60 credits worth of work split between the authors for 30 credits 

equivalent each. This translates to a total of 20 weeks of full-time work for each author, each 

week corresponding to 40 hours of work. Both authors were involved in all aspects of the thesis 

work. 
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2. Background 
2.1 The million-housing program and renovation  
Between the year 1965-1974 around one million dwellings were built, and today approximately 

600 000 out of 830 000 multi-dwellings units require costly renovations. These buildings were 

built around whole Sweden, but the major cities saw the bigger share of construction. For 

instance, in greater-Stockholm around 180 000 apartments were built. The main incentive for 

renovation was to reduce energy utilization, and the second incentive is to improve the living 

quality (Formas, 2012). It is estimated that around one fifth of these residential units is reaching 

their technical lifetime of 50 years without having undergone any renovation whatsoever (Ferm, 

2019). The buildings from this period were built with poor insulation in the external walls which 

is not good for sustaining heat in the cold Swedish climate. This sets high requirements for 

improving the efficiency of the existing buildings (Gustafsson, 2017). The most common actions 

for renovation are to improve the insulation on walls and roofs, and change the windows to more 

modern ones. From a long-term economic perspective, there are positive outcomes of 

renovations that reduce the energy utilization of the building. Since the buildings are in different 

geographic locations, with slightly different climates and built by different construction 

companies, the requirements for the renovation may vary, and the optimal combination of 

solutions for renovation varies as well (Naturskyddsföreningen, nd). 

  

Furthermore, the general renovation of a typical multi-dwelling unit from the million-housing 

program can be divided into three categories, mini, medium and large. In the mini category, the 

focus is to restore the foundation, external walls and the roof. Moreover, the use of property 

electricity can get reduced by up to 50% by replacing the pumps and fans with more efficient 

equipment. In total 10-15% of the total energy use can be saved (Renovera Energismart, 2010). 

  

For the medium category, the additional actions for renovation in comparison to the mini 

category are to add insulation to the roof section and install ventilation with heat recovery (FTX-

ventilation). With these additional changes, 30-40% of the total energy use can be saved. For the 

last category, both the previous renovation actions are considered and additional actions as well 

to further improve the energy savings. The additional actions for renovation in this case are 

replacing the windows in the whole building, add insulation on the west facade and the gables, 

and also add individual measurements for hot domestic water. These changes can save up to 50-

60% of the energy use of the building (ibid).  
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There is an interest among real estate actors in energy efficiency renovations of multi-residential 

buildings, but they report various obstacles that hinder an effective progression forward. In the 

conference Building Sustainability 2018 a seminar was arranged by the Swedish Energy Agency 

and two of its network initiatives for energy efficient buildings (BeBo and Belok) for actors from 

the property and real estate sector. The participating representatives voted on what they 

perceived as the most challenging obstacles and the result showed that lack of knowledge 

coupled with uncertainty about new technology was the top voted challenge, followed by 

financial obstacles and lack of incitements (Karlsson, 2018). 

 

2.2 Ett hus, fem möjligheter 
To aid actors in the housing sector to find a suitable route for increasing the energy efficiency of 

their building the project ”Ett hus, fem möjligheter” was composed by Bebo, which is a network 

initiated by the Swedish Energy Agency to promote energy efficiency in multi-residential 

buildings. The project was developed between 2013 and 2014, and consisted of five alternatives 

to a typical multi-dwelling unit from the million housing program, where each alternative 

individually reduced the energy consumption of the building by at least 50 %. The average multi-

dwelling unit from the million program has an energy utilization of approximately 180 kWh/m2 

per year, and according to the “Boverkets byggregler (BBR)” chapter 9.9 the energy utilization 

of a renovated building should be in the same range of a newly built building, which is around 

90-130 kWh/m2 per year (depending on the geographic location). With the energy reduction for 

each alternative, the final energy performance of the building should then not exceed 82 kWh/m2 

per year (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

The five alternatives to improve the energy performance of the building were (Bebo, 2014): 

1.  Replacing the existing building with a new one. 

2.  Total renovation, with a focus on the exterior, especially insulation. 

3.  “Green” option with renewable energy production and adding a floor to the building. 

4.  Renovation with focus on the installation. 

5.  No major changes except for installing heat pumps.  

 

2.2.1 The base house 

The base model consists of three floors and a basement, with six stairwells that has two 

apartments per floor. Each apartment has 2-4 rooms and a kitchen, with balconies built in. The 

total area of the base model, including the basement and the stairwells, which will be used for the 

energy calculations (Atemp) is 4255m2. Furthermore, the required ventilation in dwellings set by 

BBR is 0.35 l/s/m2 and for areas where people stay temporary 0.15 l/s/m2, with a ventilation of 

1850 l/s which is equivalent to 0.43 l/s/m2 the base model building is over ventilated. The 

heating for the radiator system, the domestic hot water (DHW) is both supplied from district 

heating (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014).  
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The building is currently located in the area of Pilängen in Landskrona, in Southern Sweden 

which is presented in figure 1. The building is owned by the property company AB 

Landskronahem, which in turn is owned by the city of Landskrona. All of the apartments are 

rental units, and the rent is paid to the property owner AB Landskronahem (AB Landskronahem, 

nd). In Sweden, the rent is usually of a total rent cost form (“totalhyra”), in which the services of 

both space heating and hot tap water is included. The property owner pays the energy provider 

for the heat. Usually, the only energy service that is both metered for and paid individually by 

each household is the household electricity cost. Property heating cost normally account for 

about 5-15% of the rent in multi-residential buildings (Hyresgästföreningen, 2013).  

 

Another common form of housing in Swedish multi-residential apartments is the 

“Bostadsrättsförening” (i.e. housing society), where residents buy the right to use an apartment in 

the property that makes up the housing society, and in so doing become members of it. In this 

type of housing ownership, in which some million program buildings are operated, much like for 

rental properties, residents pay for household electricity individually. Meanwhile they pay a 

monthly fee to the housing society in which both space heating and hot tap water is included. 

The housing society then pays the energy provider for the delivered heat (Borättupplysning, nd).  
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Figure 1. The base building located in Landskrona, Sweden (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

 

2.2.2 Alternative 1 

The shape of the new building is similar to the base model thus the exterior measurements of the 

building is the same, however, with increased insulation thickness the Atemp is reduced to 4122 

m2. A new ventilation system, central FTX (exhaust- and supply air with heat recycle) with 

counterclockwise heat exchanger and high recycle degree, is built in this alternative. The new 

ventilation system is dimensioned accordingly to the norms of “Boverkets byggregler (BBR)” 

(Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014).  

 

2.2.3 Alternative 2 

In the second alternative, the withdrawn balconies are built outwardly and are detached to the 

building, which decreases the cold bridges. The ventilation system for this alternative is the same 

as for the first alternative. Furthermore, the insulation of the external facade is increased and 

walls, which increases the Atemp slightly (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

 

2.2.4 Alternative 3 

In the third alternative, the existing building is complemented with a new floor and a terrace, 

with the new floor the Atemp increases to 5039 m2. The ventilation for this alternative is F-

ventilation (exhaust air ventilation). The airflow is related to the outdoor temperature and follows 

a linear reduction until the temperature reaches -14°C (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

 

In addition, solar panels are installed on the roof and on the end of the balconies to supply 

electricity to the heat pumps of the property. The total production of electricity from the solar 

panels is 58.5 MWh, which is approximately equivalent to 12 kWh/m2 per year. Additional 

features include HSB Fixx, which consists of exhaust-air heat pumps that heats water for hot 

domestic water use, and wastewater heat exchangers (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014).  

 

2.2.5 Alternative 4 

For this alternative the exterior of the building remains unchanged, except for window changes 

for a more efficient ones with better insulation. Moreover, the ventilation system is replaced with 

HSB FTX which is similar to the first and second alternative but also includes an energy well 

with the purpose to preheat the outdoor air. With the help of a circulation pump, heat can be 

transferred from the bore hole to the outdoor air which then can be maintained throughout the 

year at -5°C and thereof yield 100% ventilation heat recycling. Electricity to the circulation 
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pump resides, which increases the value of the specific fan power, SFP (Jonsson & Karlsson, 

2014).  

 

2.2.6 Alternative 5 

For this alternative, no changes will be made to the building except for the addition of heat 

pumps. With this alternative six possible options for heat pumps are presented in table 1, it is 

either a geothermal heat pump (“bergvärmepump”) or an exhaust air heat pump 

(“frånluftsvärmepump”). The coefficient of performance (“Värmefaktor” VF) for all the options 

are between 3.0-3.3. The worse operation mode for a heat pump is when producing hot water, 

due to the high temperature differences which not only reduces the average heat factor but also 

puts a strain on the heat pump and reduces its longevity (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

 
Table 1 Six different sets of heat pumps combined with the base building (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

5.1 The first setting is geothermal heat pump that covers both space heating and DHW, 

but uses an electric boiler to cover the peaks. 

5.2 This setting also includes a geothermal heat pump that covers the heating demand 

for the building, but uses district heating for the peaks. 

5.3 Exhaust air heat pump that cools down the air to +2°C. The heat pump supplies heat 

to radiators, domestic hot water and produces hot water. When the heat pump is 

insufficient the rest of the heat is supplied by the district heating. 

5.4 Exhaust air heat pump that cools down the air to +2°C. The heat pump supplies 

power only to radiators. The heat for domestic hot water and for producing hot 

water is coming from district heating. When the heat pump is insufficient the rest of 

the heat is supplied by the district heating. 

5.5 Geothermal heat pump that uses district heating for covering the peaks. The heat 

pump supplies heat to radiators, domestic hot water and produces hot water. 

5.6 Geothermal heat pump that uses district heating for covering the peaks. The heat 

pump supplies power only to radiators. The heat for domestic hot water and for 

producing hot water is coming from district heating. 
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2.2.7 Heating systems for the base house and the renovation alternatives 

 

The heating system for the base house and its renovation alternatives is presented in table 2, to 

illustrate the energy source for the heating of the buildings. The electricity for personal use of the 

residents has not been considered, only energy used for heating of the building has been 

considered.  
 

 
Table 2 . Heating systems for the base model and the renovation alternatives (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014; Tinawikarkitekter, 

n.d.; Paroc, n.d; WSP, 2018; Energy, n.d).  

Alternatives DH Electricity  

Base model 

 

X  The base model is fully heated with DH, 

for both space heating and for DHW.  

Alternative 1, 

New building 

 

X  This alternative is similarly to the base 

model fully heated with DH for both 

space heating and for DHW. However, 

this alternative has a ventilation system 

with heat recovery.   

Alternative 2, 

Exterior renovation 

X  This alternative is also fully heated by 

DH, and has a ventilation system with 

heat recovery. 
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Alternative 3, 

Added floor, with solar 

panels 

 

X X This alternative is mainly heated by 

DH, but has a heat pump supplying heat 

to the DHW. The electricity to the heat 

pump is supplied by the solar panels on 

the roof. 

Alternative 4, 

Interior renovation 

 

X X In this alternative the space heating is 

heated by DH and electricity is used for 

powering the heat pump.  

Alternative 5, 
Added heat pumps 

 

X X The main energy source for alternative 

5 is electricity, with five out of six 

alternatives using DH as a 

complementary energy source. 

 

2.3 District heating 
District heating is a system of heat provision whereby heat is generated in centralized facilities 

and transferred to a heat carrying medium such as water, which is distributed at a temperature of 

around 70-120°C to end consumers through a network of pipes. Each building connected to the 

DH system has a substation where heat is exchanged to the water used in the building, in the 

form of space heating and hot tap water. After the heat exchange the now colder DH water is 
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returned to the plant facilities where it is reheated and then redistributed, see figure 2. Examples 

of these facilities are heat power plants, combined heat power (CHP) plants with simultaneous 

heat and electricity generation, and plants that upgrade waste heat from industry or wastewater 

with the use of heat pumps (Rydegran, 2018). In the DH system, the DH substation is the 

component that the property owner can control and modify to regulate the exchange process and 

heat distribution to the building, such as a heat curve interface that determines the temperature 

for the space heating system at certain outdoor temperatures (Energi- och klimatrådgivningen, 

2017). 

 

 
Figure 2. A schematic sketch of a simplified DH network system (own processing from Lindgren and Hellsberg, 2016). 

 

District heating is very common in Sweden. All major cities and towns have DH networks, with 

around 500 systems listed nationwide, and these provide heat to more than half of the dwellings 
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in the country. The largest user categories of DH are multi-family residential houses and service 

sector buildings, which is presented in table 3. The rest of the heat demand is to a large extent 

covered by heat pumps, which are abundant especially among single-family residential houses 

(Werner, 2017). 

 
Table 3 Estimated composition of DH market shares, average specific heat demands and total user category floor area in 

Sweden, 2014 (Werner, 2017). 

User category Market share for DH 

related to final heat 

demands 

Average specific heat 

demand [kWh/m2] 

Total floor area for 

user category [million 

m2] 

Multi-family 

residential houses 

89% 138 179 

Single-family 

residential houses 

17% 127 293 

Service sector 

buildings 

80% 116 169 

 

2.3.1 District heating development 

A system for moving heat from heat sources to houses in Chaudes-Aigues in France is often 

considered the first DH network. This was created in the 14th century and distributed hot water 

from nearby hot springs to some 30 households (Mazhar et al., 2018). In more recent times DH 

systems have been regarded to be of 3 generations and with a currently ongoing move to a 4th 

generation system. Every successive generation comes with a lower distribution and return 

temperature, and higher efficiency (figure 3).  

 

Generation 1 was conceived of in the US and spread to Europe, using the fuels available from 

1880 and forward - coal and waste. Here, water is boiled to high temperature steam which 

condenses in the customer’s radiator and returns to the plant boiler as water below the boiling 

point. This system generates high heat losses and requires a high fuel input rate. Around 1930 the 

2nd generation system appears, adding oil to the fuel mix. The steam generated is used for 

electricity generation, resulting in CHP production, and left-over heat is distributed with water in 

high pressure systems of significantly lower temperatures (Lund et al., 2014). This was the 

generation type implemented in the first DH system in Sweden, established in Karlstad 1948 

(Werner, 2017). The 3rd generation came online around 1980, in the wake of the oil crises of the 

1970’s, where biomass makes an entrance as a cheap and locally available fuel. There is more 

monitoring in the network and system components are pre-fabricated and material lean. 
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Figure 3. The development of DH systems over time from 1st to 4th generation (image from Lund et al., 2014). 

 

Generation 4 DH systems are currently in their initial phase of emergence and come with 

enhanced concepts and functionalities in order to carry out their roles with improved benefit in 

future sustainable energy system. With lowered distribution and return temperatures the mass 

flow in the DH network can be reduced, leading to reduced pumping costs, and heat losses to the 

ground are reduced, yielding higher energy efficiency. This also allow more low-temperature and 

renewable heat sources to be integrated. Distribution temperatures could be lowered to 50-70℃ 

and return temperatures down to 20-30℃, i.e. around room temperature or slightly higher. Low-

temperature DH should be distributable to all building types: existing ones, energy renovated 

existing structures and new energy efficient houses. To ensure that low-temperature space 

heating does not negatively impact the thermal comfort some measures will be needed for older 

buildings, where heat is not retained as well as in new ones. An integration of low-temperature 

DH will require renovations, either in the form of larger heat exchangers in DH substations 

together with larger heat transfer systems in the households (e.g. radiators or floor/wall heating) 

or measures to increase the building’s ability to retain heat (e.g. better insulation), possibly even 

both for DH with still lower temperatures. This type of DH system also needs to be an integrated 
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part of a smart energy system, able to interact with other utilities such as the electric grid (Li and 

Nord, 2018; Lund et al., 2014). 

 

Following the transition to 4th generation DH, in 2014 Stockholm Exergi and the municipality of 

Stockholm initiated “Öppen Fjärrvärme” (Open District Heating), for the areas where Stockholm 

Exergi operates. This is a heat recovery market where anyone who can supply heat at a lower 

cost than Stockholm Exergi is welcome to do so, and waste heat recovery is primarily targeted 

from data centers, grocery stores, and process industries. At the moment most of the heat 

supplied through this network comes from data centers and grocery stores, and provides heat 

equal to the demand of more than 20 000 apartments. This heat recovery market allows for 

increased flows and reduced temperatures in the DH networks outside main distribution lines, 

which helps reducing losses. It also represents an example of more circular energy flows in urban 

environments, where the utility of each energy unit is increased. The economic goal is to acquire 

a mutual profitability for both Stockholm Exergi and the open district heating distributors 

(Levihn, 2018; Öppen Fjärrvärme, 2019). 

 

2.3.2 Communication between energy providers and property owners 

Prior to 1996 the DH market in Sweden was completely owned and directed by the 

municipalities, and the price structures were assigned to just cover the expenses of DH 

production and distribution. In 1996 however, the DH market was deregulated and free price 

setting started. DH networks have since been purchased by companies with varying operations 

on a local or national level. Though, the majority of networks are still too a large degree operated 

by municipalities (Andersson and Ekberg, 2017).  

 

The same year the deregulation of the DH market occurred various housing companies and 

associations started an annual reporting project called Nils Holgersson Gruppen, which has run 

continuously ever since. This project uses a predefined reference building and fictionally places 

it in different municipalities to assess its costs for heating, electricity, water and wastewater 

management, cleaning and waste management, and then compare them. The aim of this project is 

to contribute to the debate on utility prices, since they have been seen to vary significantly with 

location. For the year 2018 the DH cost is twice as high in the most expensive municipality as in 

the least expensive municipality, as seen in table 4. The DH cost has on average increased by 

63% since the deregulation. The average yearly price increase has been 3.5% between 2000 and 

2012, 1-2 % between 2013 and 2015, and below 1% thereafter. Since 2016 the Nils Holgersson 

Gruppen defines a more detailed energy demand for the building. The reference building has a 

specified monthly DH-energy use and volumetric flow profile, as well as a determined heat 

power level, for the reference building. This is to make the DH cost comparisons fairer (Nils 

Holgersson Gruppen, 2018). 
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Table 4.  DH cost for the reference building of the Nils Holgersson report for 2018. VAT is included in the costs (Nils Holgersson 

Gruppen, 2018). 

Nils Holgersson - DH cost statistics 2018 Reference building 

[SEK/year] 

Reference building 

[SEK/m2, year] 

Highest (Munkedal municipality) 203 524 203,524 

Average (increased with 0.5 % from 2017) 164 187 164,187 

Lowest (Luleå municipality) 102 771 102,771 

Stockholm municipality  172 650 172,650 

 

 

Almost ten years after the deregulation, in 2005, the DH association Reko Fjärrvärme was started 

as a type of certification for DH distributors with the aim to develop better relations between 

distributors and customers, as well as to strengthen the customer’s position, through increased 

transparency and reliability. It has since evolved to convey guidelines for customer relations 

within the DH industry (Svensk Fjärrvärme, n.d.). 

 

Moreover, Prisdialogen is an initiative whose framework was established in 2011. Its founders 

were Riksbyggen - a housing company owned by the building unions, housing associations and 

other national co-operative associations, SABO - the Swedish Association of Public Housing 

Companies, and Energiföretagen (previously Svensk Fjärrvärme) - an industry and special 

interest organisation for energy related companies. The purpose of this initiative is, similarly to 

that of Reko Fjärrvärme, to strengthen the customer’s position, but also to promote reasonable, 

predictable and stable DH price changes and trust through dialogue between customers and 

distributors. Each year the DH distributors present reports on their price changes for the next 

year and price change prognosis for the two consecutive years thereafter, along with their 

motivations for these. Additionally, meetings are held annually between the DH distributors and 

representatives from customers that belong to their DH networks, where the customers can 

present feedback on and ask questions regarding the price development. Often information from 

the Nils Holgersson report is used by the representatives of the customers in these meetings, as a 

means of comparing prices and their developments. The price change reports and meeting notes 

are fully available at the website of Prisdialogen (Prisdialogen, 2019). 

 

As of March 2019 Prisdialogen lists 40 DH distribution companies as members. The major DH 

distributors in Stockholm are members of Prisdialogen: Stockholm Exergi, Norrenergi, 

Södertörns Fjärrvärme AB, Telge Nät, Vattenfall AB, E.ON Värme Sverige AB and Sollentuna 

Energi och Miljö (ibid). 
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2.3.3 District heating production and networks in Stockholm 

There are numerous DH networks in Stockholm today, some of which have physical connections 

between them, and various energy companies operate their own plants and districts. Five DH 

producers and their main operating areas in the region are presented in table 5 (Ilic et al., 2009). 

Stockholm Exergi is the largest DH company in the city and operates in three separate networks 

in Stockholm city, the west, south and central, as well as in Sigtuna municipality (the network of 

Sigtuna municipality have a physical connection to Stockholm city west network). Söderenergi 

produces heat for a network in south-western Stockholm, which have a connection to the 

Stockholm city south network. Norrenergi operates in the Solna region which is connected to the 

Stockholm city central network. Vattenfall operates a separated network in the south-east, in 

Haninge municipality. E.ON produces and distributes heat to Järfälla municipality in the west 

(Dalgren, 2018). 

 

Table 5. The largest district heating distributors in the Stockholm region, along with their primary power plants and network 

localities (Ilic et al., 2009).  

Company Plant Municipality, network 

Stockholm Exergi Värtaverket Stockholm city, central 

Högdalenverket Stockholm city, south 

Bristaverket Sigtuna, west 

Hammarbyverket Stockholm city, south 

Hässelbyverket Stockholm city, west 

Söderenergi Igelstaverket Södertälje, south 

Fittjaverket Botkyrka, south 

Norrenergi Solnaverket Solna, central 

Vattenfall Drevviken Haninge, south-east 

 

 

Apart from the actors that produce DH in Stockholm there also exist DH distribution companies 

that do not own any plants, but instead operate distribution networks. Table 3 lists the DH 

producers in Stockholm, all of which operate their own networks with the exception of 

Söderenergi. Söderenergi is in turn owned by Södertörns Fjärrvärme and Telge Nät, who have 

responsibility for the networks that Söderenergi provides with DH. Södertörns Fjärrvärme 
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operates in the area around Fittjaverket, while Telge Nät operates in Södertälje, where 

Igelstaverket is situated (Söderenergi, 2018). Another large DH distribution company is 

Sollentuna Energi och Miljö, which owns and operates the network for Sollentuna municipality. 

This company is a partial owner of Bristaverket and the heat it distributes is produced by 

Stockholm Exergi (Sollentuna Energi och Miljö AB, 2019). The main networks in the Stockholm 

region, along with heat production plants, are illustrated in figure 4. Stockholm Exergi (green 

network in the figure) has DH production cooperation with Söderenergi (red), Norrenergi 

(purple) and E.ON (gray). Vattenfall (orange) operates a separate network in south-eastern 

Stockholm. The companies and their plants listed in table 3 can be found in the figure. 

 

 
Figure 4. Main DH networks and heat production plants in the Stockholm region (image from Dalgren, 2018). 
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2.3.4 Stockholm Exergi 

Stockholm Exergi, previously Fortum Värme, is a district heating and cooling provider owned by 

the municipality of Stockholm and energy company Fortum. It provides district heating to more 

than 800 000 customers, over an area of 71 million m2, in the Stockholm region. In 2017, the 

total heat provided to customers was almost 7.3 TWh. 

 

In 2017, due to feedback from customers and a goal of increasing incitements for more 

sustainable use of its energy services, Stockholm Exergi made significant changes to the price 

structure of district heating. The differentiation of the DH price creates incitements for reducing 

peak heat demand and lower return temperatures, which lowers DH production costs and reduces 

fossil energy use for production, and allows for more efficient energy use. It is stated in their 

annual report for the year 2017 that: 

 

● Customers who primarily use district heating only during short periods of the year, when 

the outdoor temperature is the lowest and heat generation cost and environmental impact 

is the highest, will see increased costs 

● Customers who use district heating efficiently will see an increase economic bonus 

 

This change in price structure has led to the company having one single price agreement, with 

add-on options regarding payment and environment (Stockholm Exergi, 2018a). 

 

The majority of the heat provided by Stockholm Exergi comes from either renewable sources or 

heat recovery, the fossil part is mainly composed of coal. It is certified by the Forest Stewardship 

Councils (FSC) and must thus show that the biofuels from forestry are sustainable. The company 

has a goal of becoming completely climate neutral by 2030, and have aimed at phasing out coal 

use entirely in 2022 (Stockholm Exergi, 2019). However, in March of 2019 Stockholm Exergi 

stated in a press release that coal use will be abandoned due to lowered profitability. The 

determining factor for this decision is a Swedish policy change that increases taxation on fossil 

fuel use in CHP-plants (Collet, 2019). The energy mix of Stockholm Exergi as of 2018 is 

illustrated in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Primary energy input - Stockholm Exergi in 2018 (Stockholm Exergi, 2019). 

2.3.4.1 Stockholm Exergi price structure 2019 

The single price agreement of 2019, called “Fjärrvärme Bas”, is a rolling agreement that consists 

of three price components: a power cost that depends on the customer’s power consumption and 

is based on recommendations from Stockholm Exergi, an energy cost that depends on the 

customer’s energy consumption and a bonus/malus system for the return temperature. The 

recommended power cost is based on a linear estimation of expected heat power demand for the 

building when the outdoor temperature is -15℃. The bonus/malus component is only calculated 

for the period between November and March and yields the customer a bonus if the return 

temperature is below 50℃ or a penalty fee if it exceeds 50℃. The return temperature from the 

customer is calculated as an energy weighted average outgoing temperature on a monthly basis 

(Stockholm Exergi, 2018b). 

 

Stockholm Exergi has some add-on options to the base price structure. Two are payment add-on 

options for prepayment of power cost. The customer may choose to pay the power consumption 

level cost in advance for either a 24-month period or a 60-month period. In return this cost is 

reduced by around 4% and 11% for each prepayment agreement, respectively, relative to the year 

2019 cost (Stockholm Exergi, 2018e, 2018f). Furthermore, there are two environmental add-on 

options. One is the option to sign for climate neutral district heating, for which the carbon 

dioxide emissions not already climate compensated for in Stockholm Exergi’s operations is 

offset. This is a rolling agreement and the cost is determined by the customer’s energy 

consumption and is set to 4 SEK/MWh (Stockholm Exergi, 2018g). The other add-on option is 

district heating adapted for the Swedish building environmental certification system 

“Miljöbyggnad” (created by Sweden Green Building Council, SGBC). This option has two sub 

options, for the level of certification desired in “Miljöbyggnad” (Stockholm Exergi, 2018h). 
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2.3.4.2 Stockholm Exergi price structure 2014 

In 2014 Stockholm Exergi (then Fortum Värme) had a DH price structure that resembles that of 

2019, with power and energy prices, as well as a return temperature bonus/malus system. 

However, there are differences between them. In the 2014 price structure the power cost is linear, 

being a flat fee per kW of max heat power demand, and the energy costs are different and split 

for three seasons of the year – a summer, fall/spring and winter energy cost. The return 

temperature bonus is around 19 % lower in 2014 than in 2019, but the threshold is higher in 2014 

(60℃) and the bonus/malus system is used for two more months of the year. Like in 2019, the 

recommended maximum heat power demand for the house is estimated based on a linear 

estimation of expected heat power demand for the building when the outdoor temperature is -

15℃ (Stockholm Exergi, n.d.). An overview of the general change in the price structures of the 

various price components between 2014 and 2019 for Stockholm Exergi are presented in table 6. 

 
Table 6. Change in price structure between 2014 and 2019 for DH from Stockholm Exergi. 

Price component 2014 2019 

Power One single fee per kW. There are power interval 

levels, each with a specific 

fee per kW, along with an 

additional flat fee for each 

power interval level. 

Energy Fee per MWh that differs 

depending on the time of 

year. Three seasonal prices. 

Same structure as in 2014, 

but the seasonal prices are 

reduced to two. 

Return temperature A return temperature 

threshold of 60℃. A 

temperature below it yields a 

linear bonus per ℃. One 

above it results in a linear fee 

per ℃. The price structure is 

in effect between October and 

April. 

Threshold reduced to 50℃, 

slightly higher bonus and fee, 

and the time period for which 

the price structure is in effect 

is reduced by two months to 

between November and 

March. 

 

2.3.5 Norrenergi 

Norrenergi produces and distributes district heating and cooling to the municipalities of Solna 

and Sundbyberg, both of which own the company (Solna ⅔ and Sundbyberg ⅓), but also to the 

municipalities of Bromma and Danderyd. Its total heat distributions amount to around 1 TWh 

annually. Similar to Stockholm Exergi, and with similar intents, Norrenergi has developed the 

DH price structure to make the price fairer to customers, to reflect actual production costs, and to 

promote sustainable energy use. This involved a large change in pricing from 2013 to 2014, 

where the current main components of the price structure were adopted. There is a single price 

agreement in place for property owners and housing societies (Norrenergi, n.d.(a)).  
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About 99% of the DH produced by Norrenergi comes from renewable sources and is certified 

with the ecolabel “Bra Miljöval”, issued by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation 

(Naturskyddsföreningen). The allocation of sources for the DH provided by Norrenergi is 

illustrated in figure 6, where heat imports are from Stockholm Exergi’s network, with which 

Norrenergi’s network is connected (Norrenergi, 2019). 

 

 
Figure 6. The energy mix of the DH distributed by Norrenergi in 2018 (Norrenergi, 2019). 

2.3.5.1 Norrenergi price structure 2019 

The single price agreement, called “Normalprislista för fjärrvärme”, is a rolling agreement that 

consists of three price components, a power cost that depends on the customer’s power 

consumption - this is based on a linear relationship of average daily heat power demand when the 

outdoor temperature is -13℃. Further, the price agreement contains an energy cost that depends 

on the customer’s energy consumption and that is priced differently at various times of the year 

(as well as time of day during winter) and a return temperature add-on fee. The last component is 

calculated for the period between October and April and comes with a certain fee per degree 

between 30 and 60℃, and an additional fee per degree above 60℃. The return temperature from 

the customer is calculated as a flow weighted average outgoing temperature on a monthly basis. 

Lastly, if the building uses DH for less than 2 100 hours per year an added fee will be incurred 

equal to the number of hours beneath 2 100 hours, multiplied with the power demand (kW), 

multiplied with a fee of 0.28 SEK per hour and kW (Norrenergi, 2018). 

 

2.3.5.2 Norrenergi price structure 2014 

As previously mentioned, starting in 2014 Norrenergi made significant changes to their price 

structure. In 2013 the power levels were of larger intervals and there were no hour intervals for 

the energy price. There was no return temperature fee, but instead a flow fee for the volume of 

DH water that passed through the customer’s substation between September and May. The 

power level was determined by taking the average energy consumption of the building of the two 
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last years, and dividing that number by 2 200 hours for residential buildings. The price structure 

adopted in 2014 is very similar to the one for 2019, but does not have a flat power fee, instead 

the cost per kW is higher within each power level. Also, there is a minor price difference in the 

winter energy cost. Just like for 2019, the power signature is based on a linear average daily heat 

power demand when the outdoor temperature is -13℃ (Norrenergi, n.d.(b)). An overview of the 

general change in the price structures of the various price components between 2014 and 2019 

for Norrenergi are listed in table 7 

. 
Table 7. Change in price structure between 2014 and 2019 for DH from Norrenergi.  

Price component 2014 2019 

Power Fee per kW and that differs 

depending on power level 

interval.  

The same structure as in 

2014, but with an added flat 

fee tied to each power 

interval level. 

Energy Fee per MWh that differs 

depending on if the season is 

winter, spring/fall or summer. 

The winter fee is categorized 

into a high price and a low 

price depending on the time 

of day. 

The same structure as in 

2014, but with a minor 

decrease of winter low price. 

Return temperature Two return temperature 

thresholds that yield two fee 

levels. 

No change in price structure. 

 

2.4 Electricity  
A common solution for covering the heat demand in bigger buildings is to install a geothermal 

heat pump, which in principle is applicable everywhere in Sweden and is easy to operate with 

low maintenance. However, in regions where district heating is available, it is more common for 

multi-dwelling buildings to combine exhaust air heat pump with district heating to cover the heat 

demand. This combination is especially more common in areas where it is difficult to implement 

geothermal heat pumps due to the limited surface of land (Svenska Kyl&Värmepump 

Föreningen, 2015).  

  

According to “Boverkets byggregler” (building legislation) the highest allowed energy 

performance of a multi-dwelling building is 80 kWh/m2 Atemp and year, while allowing 

maximum 4.5 + 1.7x(Fgeo-1) kW of installed electric power for heating. Fgeo corresponds to the 

geographical adjustment factor (Fgeo), and the Fgeo for the whole Stockholm region is 1.0. 

Moreover, for buildings with an Atemp greater than 130 m2 an add-on to the installed electric 

power for heating can be made, and corresponds to (0.025 + 0.02(Fgeo-1))x(Atemp-130). For the 

base model that has an Atemp equal to 4255 m2 the maximum installed electric power for heating 
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is 107.6 kW. The lowest value for Fgeo in Sweden is for the southern region “Skåne” with the 

factor corresponding to 0.8 while the highest factor is found in the northern region “Norrbotten” 

with 1.9. A higher factor results in higher allowed installed electric power (Boverket, 2018).  

 

2.4.1 Electricity price development 

The total electricity for a property consists of three parts electricity trading, electric grid and then 

energy tax for electricity. Between the years 2017 and 2018, the total average electricity price in 

Sweden increased with 20.5%, whereas the highest share came from the electricity trading with 

an increase of 51.5% (Nils Holgerssons Gruppen, 2018). Table 8 illustrates the highest, average 

and lowest total cost of electricity in Sweden, and then also Stockholm. The electricity trading 

price is for a variable cost for the month of July. A reference building that is roughly 1000 m2 is 

also included to give a monetary perspective. 

 
Table 8. Total cost of electricity, VAT is included (Nils Holgersson Gruppen, 2018).  

Nils Holgersson – Electricity cost 

statistics 

2017 

[SEK/m2] 

2018 

[SEK/m2] 

Change Reference 

building 

[SEK/year] 

Highest (Berg municipality) 100.63 126.26 25.47% 126 260 

Average 87.6 105.5 20.50% 105 500 

Lowest (Luleå municipality) 64.34 80.82 25.61% 80 820 

Stockholm municipality 81.19 98.90 21.81% 98 900 

 

The average electricity trading price in Stockholm for 2018 was 45.8 cents/kWh and for 2014 the 

average price was 28.8 cents/kWh (Energimarknadsbyrån, n.d.).  The increase in electricity 

trading price in Stockholm between 2014 and 2018 was 59.0%. Between the years 2017 and 

2018, the energy tax on electricity was moved from the electricity trading companies to the 

authority responsible for the electric grid. However, the total cost remains the same. The energy 

tax for electricity in 2019 is 34.70 cent/kWh and for 2018 33.10 cent/kWh both excluding VAT 

(Ellevio, n.d). The energy tax for electricity during 2013 was 29.30 cents/kWh excluding VAT 

(Bestel. 2012). The energy tax for electricity stayed unchanged 2014, thus also 29.30 cents/kWh 

(SVEAB, 2013). The increase in energy tax in Stockholm between 2014 and 2019 was 18.4%.  
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The fees for the electric grid have in Sweden on average increased with 5.1% between 2017 and 

2018, and the last five years the fee has increased with nearly 26%. The cost of the electric grid 

according to calculations by Nils Holgersson Gruppen is presented in table 9. For the reference 

building for the table of the electricity grid costs the yearly consumption is 49 500 kWh (ibid). 

 

Table 9. Electricity grid cost, VAT is included (Nils Holgersson Gruppen, 2018). 

Nils Holgersson – Electricity 

grid cost statistics for 2018 

2017 

[cent/kWh] 

2018 

[cent/kWh] 

Change Reference 

Building 

[SEK/year] 

Highest (Berg municipality) 125.24 145.21 15.95 % 71 879 

Average 97.63 102.61 5.10 % 46 176 

Lowest (Borlänge 

municipality) 

47.88 49.60 3.59 % 24 551 

Stockholm municipality 73.96 77.94 5.38 % 35 073 

 

2.4.2 Electric grid operators in Stockholm 

In the Stockholm region there are multiple electric grid operators responsible for a specific 

region. With different operators there are different costs for using the grid. For the municipality 

of Stockholm (STH) the operating company for the electric grid is Ellevio AB. Besides STH 

Ellevio AB also operates in the region of Täby (TBY) and Lidingö (LDG) (Svenska kraftnät, 

2019). The electric grid in Solna municipality is operated by Vattenfall Eldistribution AB. The 

following electric grid operators in the Stockholm region are summarized in table 10.  
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Table 10. Electric grid operators by region (Svenska kraftnät, 2019). 

Electric grid operator Abbreviation Area 

  

Ellevio AB 

STH Stockholm city 

TBY Täby 

LDG Lidingö 

Vattenfall Eldistribution AB HUV Huvudsta/Solna 

HDG Huddinge 

E.ON Elnät Stockholm AB DAN Danderyd 

Sollentuna Energi och miljö AB SOT Sollentuna 

 

The map of Stockholm with the area of the electric grid operators is illustrated in figure 7. The 

various areas in the map are corresponding to municipalities, i.e. STH covers the district of 

Stockholm municipality or HUV which covers Solna municipality.  

 

  
Figure 7. Electric grid areas with multiple operators for the Stockholm region (Svenska kraftnät, 2019). 
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2.4.3 Ellevio 

In 2015 the energy company Fortum sold its electricity grid operation in Sweden and specifically 

in the Stockholm city region. From the new owners, the consortium consisting of Omers 

Infrastructure, the Third AP-fund, Folksam and The first AP-fund, the company Ellevio emerged 

and is now responsible for the electrical grid in Stockholm municipality, Täby and Lidingö in the 

Stockholm region. Besides from the Stockholm region, where the majority of the customers of 

Ellevio resides, Ellevio also has customers on the west coast of Sweden and center of Sweden. 

Ellevio has in total 960 000 customers in the end of 2018, with 595 000 customers based in the 

Stockholm region.  

 

In 2017 the Energy market inspection (Ei) gave Ellevio authority to proceed with a price 

harmonization, which gives Ellevio the permission to balance the electric grid price in the 

regions where the company operates. Thus, regions where the price is the cheapest will therefore 

increase, and regions where it is the most expensive will see an increase in price. For the 

Stockholm region that is slightly below average will then see a slight increase in price (Ellevio, 

2018a).   

 

2.4.3.1 Ellevio price structure 2019, for Stockholm municipality 

Ellevio has different price structure for private customers and for customers with a higher power 

need, such as a multi-residential building. For lower power need the highest power output with a 

fuse of 63 A is 44kW. The price for the electric grid for a main fuse above 63A supplied by 

Ellevio during 2019 is divided in main subscription categories, low-voltage (0.4 kV) and high-

voltage (6-24 kV), where the latter option is suitable for when the power need exceeds 1 MW 

(Ellevio, 2018b).  

 

For low-voltage subscription for 2019 there are two alternatives, L04L and L04S. Both of the 

alternatives consist of three parts, a monthly power cost, a fixed grid fee and lastly a variable 

grid cost depending on the amount of electricity used. The latter price component, the variable 

grid cost is divided in two categories, high-load time and remaining time. The high-load time is 

between 06-22 for Monday-Friday from 1st of November to 31st of March, with exception for the 

major Swedish holidays such as the New Year’s Day, Christmas, Easter, etc. However, for the 

alternative L04S a monthly fee for high-load power output is also included (Ellevio, 2018c).  

 

The power level for the monthly fee for high-load is decided by taking the highest measured 

power (highest hourly value) for each month between November and March. The monthly power 

cost is decided in a similar manner, by taking the highest measured power (highest hourly value) 

for each month (Ellevio, 2018d).  

  

The main difference between the two options is that L04S has a higher fixed grid fee, but has a 

lower high-load time price. The high-load time fee is set to be the same as the fee for the 
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remaining time, thus the variable cost for alternative L04S is constant and is more favorable for a 

power consumer that is both often operational during the high-load time and has a high average 

power need during the year (Ellevio, 2018c).  

 

2.4.3.2 Ellevio price structure 2014, for Stockholm municipality 

The electric grid for Stockholm municipality was operated by Fortum Distribution AB, which 

after 2015 was sold to Ellevio AB. The cost structure is similar to the one from 2019 supplied by 

Ellevio, divided into low-voltage (0.4 kV) and high-voltage (6-24 kV) with both fixed cost and 

variable costs depending on the time.  

 

The low-voltage subscription alternatives are also divided in two categories, L0,4L and L0,4S 

where the latter category is as for the price structure of 2019 normally more favorable cases with 

higher average power need and is often operating during the high-load time. The difference 

between the price structure of 2014 and 2019 is that the price for all components have increased, 

in all subscription alternatives (Appendix 2). 

    

2.4.4 Vattenfall Eldistribution AB 

Vattenfall Eldistribution AB distributes electricity to households, companies and the society, and 

has almost 900 000 customers. Vattenfall Eldistribution AB owns and operates the electric grid 

in west, mid and north Sweden, partially through the subsidiary companies Västerbergslagens 

Elnät AB and Gotlands Elnät AB. The grid price in Sweden supplied by Vattenfall Eldistribution 

AB is divided into two major regions, north and south, and not by specific area and is presented 

in figure 8. The regions have a similar price structure but different prices for each component 

(Vattenfall, n.d).  

 

 
Figure 8. Regions where Vattenfall Eldistribution AB is operating (Vattenfall, 2019). 
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2.4.4.1 Vattenfall price structure 2019, for Solna municipality 

In the Stockholm region Vattenfall Eldistribution AB is responsible for the area Solna, Huvudsta 

and Huddinge. Vattenfall offers their customers a price structure for a fuse of 63 A and below, 

and a price structure for a fuse of 80 A and above. For the price structure of 2019 for the south 

region and for a fuse above 80 A there is two categories, either high-voltage or for low-voltage. 

For the low-voltage category there is two alternatives, N3T and N4, where the difference is that 

N3T includes a high-load fee. Both alternatives have a fixed fee, a monthly power fee, and a 

variable cost that is divided into either high-load time and the remaining time. The high-load 

time is between 06-22 Monday to Friday during November-March and major Swedish holidays 

such as New Years day, Easter and Christmas etc. are not included within this period.   

 

Another difference between the alternatives is that N3T has a higher fixed fee, but lower variable 

cost. The variable cost during the high-load period for N3T is almost half of the variable cost for 

N4 during the same period. For the low voltage subscription alternatives there are a big 

difference between the price of the variable cost within the same alternative, for N3T the variable 

cost during high-load time is more than twice as high as for remaining time and for N4 the 

variable cost during high-load time is almost four times higher than for remaining time 

(Vattenfall, 2019).  

 

2.4.4.2 Vattenfall price structure 2014, for Solna municipality 

The electric grid was similarly to the year 2019 operated by Vattenfall Eldistribution AB, 

however with slightly different cost but same price structure in general. The price ratio for 

variable cost of the two alternatives of the low-voltage category are similar as for the price 

structure of 2019, where for N3T the ratio between the cost during high-load time and remaining 

time is slightly over two and for N4 is almost four. The general cost for electric grid was lower 

for 2014 compared to 2019, where all price components in the price structure all have increased 

(Appendix 2).  

 

2.5 Energy price development  
The energy price development calculated by Nils Holgersson Gruppen can be used as a reference 

for comparing the energy prices between municipalities, or between the years. Only DH and 

electricity need to be accounted for when comparing the heating of a building. From 2014 Nils 

Holgersson Gruppen used a more detailed description of the heating demand in regards to DH 

for the reference building. The heating demand is set to be 193 000 kWh, and the monthly 

demand and power demand is presented in Appendix 4.  

 

For the calculation of electricity price, the electricity trading price has been assumed to be a 

variable price, since that is currently the most common arrangement. Moreover, for the 

calculation of the electric grid cost, the most basic tariff from the local operator has been used. 
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The last component of the total electricity cost is the energy tax for electricity, which is 

dependent on the region.  

 

 

2.5.1 Price development in Sweden 

The price development with the starting point of the year 1996 for electricity, DH and the 

consumer price index (CPI) taken from Nils Holgersson Gruppen is presented in figure 9. The 

average electricity price in Sweden has since 1996 been more volatile compared to the DH price, 

which has seen a steady increment. CPI is included in the graph as a reference for the general 

price development in Sweden. The average electricity price in Sweden has seen a significant 

increase in recent times.  

 
Figure 9. Energy price development in Sweden (Nils Holgersson, 2019). 

 

2.5.2 Price development in Stockholm and Solna municipality 

Moreover, the development of electricity and DH price for Stockholm and Solna municipality is 

presented in figure 10. The data has been collected from the Nils Holgersson reports and the 

price development of the relevant components will be used for comparing with the results 

obtained within this thesis. Both electricity and DH price have increased more in recent times for 

Solna municipality compared to Stockholm municipality. DH price for Stockholm municipality 

shows a decline between 2017 and 2018, while the DH price for Solna municipality shows 

continuous growth. 
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Figure 10. Energy price development for both Stockholm and Solna municipality (Nils Holgersson, 2019). 
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3. Modelling 
Heat demand is simulated in order to obtain the energy demands for the base model and its 

various renovation alternatives. The energy price structures are then applied on the energy 

demand for cost analysis. The overall procedure is illustrated in the flowchart in figure 11. The 

acquired building parameters from “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” are used together with climate data 

of the desired region to calculate the heat demand. This heat demand and the DH price structures 

are followingly implemented in an energy calculation tool for DH and electricity called 

PRISMO, from which detailed cost results are received. First the energy demand, together with 

the price structures of 2014 is implemented for the results of energy costs by 2014 price lists. 

Then this procedure is done once more, but with 2019’s price structures, for which results of 

energy costs by 2019 price lists are yielded so that the energy costs can be compared in detail. 

The energy demand remains the same in both runs, with climate data of 2018, so that the 

difference in cost outcome is ensured to be due to the change in price structure between 2014 and 

2019. 

 

 

 
Figure 11. A flow chart of the modelling work process.  

 

3.1 Building energy demand calculation method 
In order to quantify the heat balance for the building alternatives an analytical method is used in 

Microsoft Excel to obtain temperature values for each time step, in this case 1 day (24 hours), 

over the entire year of 2018. Through this process the energy demand of the base building and 

each alternative can be obtained, amounting to 11 different energy demands in total. 
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Space heating demand is expressed as: 

 

Qspace heat demand = Qheat loss – Qheat gains      [1] 

 

The scale of heat losses is directly dependent on the outdoor temperature, which varies with the 

time of the year. The heating demand due to losses is then (Havtun et al., 2017): 

 

Qheat loss =  =     [2] 

 

where ⍴ represents the density of air, cp the specific heat capacity of air, to the outdoor 

temperature, tref is the reference indoor temperature of the building, Vvent is the air ventilation 

rate and η the ventilation heat recovery factor, Vinf is the air infiltration rate, A the total indoor 

surface area of the space that is to be heated and U the overall heat transfer coefficient for the 

structure. τ1 represents the start of the analyzed time period, meaning the beginning of 2018 and 

τ2 represents the end of the same year. The total heat gain is the sum of all internal gains within 

the building, meaning heat from residents and appliances, as well as the heat gain from solar 

irradiation passing through the windows of the building. A simple depiction of flows and heat 

sources is illustrated in figure 12. 

 

Qheat gains = Qsolar gains + Qgains from occupants + Qgains from appliances     [3] 

 

The solar heat gain depends on the time of year, the orientation of the house and the area and 

transmission properties of the windows. This solar gain is calculated from (Havtun et al., 2017): 

 

Qsolar gains = g ∙ qv ∙ Awindow         [4] 

 

where g is the window transmission coefficient for solar irradiation, qv is the solar irradiance on 

a vertical surface in a given direction and Awindow is the total area of the windows facing the same 

direction.  

 

Additionally to the space heating demand there is heat demand for hot tap water. Thus, the total 

heat demand for the building can be represented as: 

 

Qheat demand = Qhot tap water + Qheat loss + Qheat gains       [5] 
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Figure 12. An illustrative schematic of parameters used in the building energy demand calculation (own processing from 

Havtuna et al., 2017). 

 

3.2 Used input parameters for energy modelling 
The energy demand calculations include the necessary building data acquired from “Ett hus, fem 

möjligheter”, as well as climate data in the form of measured outdoor temperatures and solar 

irradiation data from Stockholm.  

 

3.2.1 Building input parameters 

The return temperature for all alternatives using DH is set to be fixed at 38°C, which was 

specified by Roland Jonsson, senior energy consultant at WSP.  

 

Moreover, the window area for the base building is in total 419 m2, with most of the windows 

facing south and north, and very limited windows facing east and west. Towards the south side 

and north side, there are 250 m2 and 150 m2 of windows respectively. For the east and west side 

of the building, there are 10 m2 of windows each. However, for alternative 3 which has an 

increased area due to an added floor (AF), the area of the windows increased with roughly 80 m2 

for both north and south direction while the east and west stayed unchanged (Åkesson and Wahl, 

2013).    

 

The input parameters for the alternatives are presented in table 8, and the energy demand for 

domestic hot water are presented in table 9. The AF for alternative 3 has different properties 

compared to the rest of the building, such as lower heat transfer coefficient (U-value) and lower 

infiltration. For the alternative 1, alternative 2 and alternative 4, which all have a ventilation 

system with heat recovery (η) and with this function the energy use can be decreased. 

 

For alternative 3 in “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” all electricity generated by the solar panels is 

assumed to be used by the building and the HSB Fixx heat pumps fully supplied by this 
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generated electricity. This assumption is kept in this study regarding energy cost, and so 

electricity for heating is not purchased from the grid in this alternative. 

All values in the following table in this section are used as an input parameter for the energy 

calculation. 

 
Table 11. Input parameters for the alternatives (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

Alternative Area  

[m2] 

U-value 

[W/m2K] 

Window 

transmission 

coefficient 

(g) 

[%] 

Infiltration 

[l/s,m2] 

 

Indoor 

temperature 

[°C] 

 

 

Ventilation 

[l/s] 

Base model 4255 0.81 76 0.8 22 1850 

Alt. 1 4122 0.32 46 0.3 21 1180 

 

η**: 85% 

Alt. 2 4524 

 

 

0.35 

 

46 0.5 

 

21 1310 

 

η**: 85% 

Alt. 3 4255 

 

AF*: 

784 

 

0.61 

 

AF*: 

0.12 

 

62 0.7 
 

AF*: 0.3 

 

21 1850 

 

T=14°C: 

1490 

 

T<14°C: 

925 

Alt. 4 4255 

 

 

0.59 

 

46 0.6 

 

21 1210 

 

η**: 100% 

Alt. 5 4255 0.81 76 0.8 22 1850 
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Table 12. Energy demand from domestic hot water for the alternatives (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

Alternative Domestic hot water [kWh/m2,year] 

Base model 40 

Alternative 1 30.2 

Alternative 2 30.2 

Alternative 3 0 

Alternative 4 5.8 

Alternative 5 40 

 

For alternative 5 there are six sets of heat pumps that are added to the base model and are 

presented in table 13, together with the maximum power supplied to the heat pumps and the COP 

for the heat pumps. The input parameters have been set to use the maximum power supplied to 

the heat pumps.  

 
Table 13. The six alternatives of heat pumps for alternative 5 (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

5.1  5.2  5.3  5.4  5.5  5.6  

Maximum 

power 

supplied =  

54 kW 

  

 

COP = 3.0 

Maximum 

power 

supplied = 

54 kW 

  

 

COP = 3.0 

Maximum 

power 

supplied =  

37 kW 

  

 

COP = 3.0 

Maximum 

power 

supplied =    

34 kW 

  

 

COP = 3.3 

Maximum 

power supplied 

=    40 kW 

(maximum 

10W/m2Atemp) 

  

COP = 3.0 

Maximum 

power supplied 

=    40 kW 

(maximum 

10W/m2Atemp) 

  

COP = 3.3 

 

Furthermore, the share of electricity and the use of DH for the six sets of heat pumps for 

alternative 5 are presented in table 14. Only the first set, alternative 5.1 is fully dependent on 

electricity, while the other alternatives use DH for covering the peaks or when the heat pump is 

insufficient.  
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Table 14. Energy utilization (measured) for alternative 5 [kWh/m2, year] (Jonsson & Karlsson, 2014). 

 Alt. 5.1 Alt. 5.2 Alt. 5.3 Alt. 5.4 Alt. 5.5 Alt. 5.6 

Electricity to heat pump 52 49 47 33 45 31 

District heating for peaks 0 3 22 43 15 43 

Facility electricity 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Total energy 62 62 79 87 70 84 

 

3.2.2 Climate input data 

The dry-bulb temperature, or the air temperature, in Stockholm for the year 2018 is presented in 

figure 13. The average temperature of that year was 8.4°C which was higher than the previous 

year (2017), when the average temperature was 7.7°C (Sveby, 2019). The lowest temperature for 

2018 is - 15°C, which occurs on the 28th of February. For 2017 the lowest temperature occurred 

on the 6th of January with a temperature of -17°C. The climate data of 2017 can be used to 

compare with the climate data of 2018, to see the possible impact in the cost due to the 

temperature differences.  

 
Figure 13. Dry-bulb temperature for Stockholm during 2018.  
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For solar heat gains average solar irradiation curves for Stockholm have been used, see appendix 

3, where they are illustrated for vertical surfaces facing North, East, South and West (Harrysson, 

2011). These values are for two pane windows, and have thus been corrected by dividing by a 

common window transmission coefficient for these types of windows (0.76 for two pane 

windows in “Ett hus, fem möjligheter”), so that the separate window transmission coefficient of 

each building alternative may be used instead.  

 

3.2.3 Building alignment 

The alignment of the building in regards of the azimuth angle of the surface facing the solar 

irradiation can be optimized to capture as much solar energy as possible by having the windows 

facing south. With a sunrise from the northeast/east and a sunset on the northwest/west most of 

the time the sun is on the south side. In this case the base model is aligned so the long side of the 

building is facing south and north. For the directions east and west the area of the windows is 

limited, compared to the window area facing north and south. 

 

3.3 Energy cost modelling using PRISMO 
PRISMO is an Excel-based tool created within the frame of a BeBo pilot study in 2017, which 

details the DH and electricity costs for buildings. The costs can be compared between a base case 

building and its proposed energy efficient counterpart, and there is also the possibility to 

illustrate the cost allocation of DH and electricity price components. This enables the user to find 

out which energy costs are most affected from a certain type of energy efficiency measure 

(Karlsson, 2019). PRISMO was developed for the energy customer and focus has lied on making 

it as user friendly as possible. It has been shown that its cost results have a margin of error of 

0.2%, after testing against real outcomes for an existing building. The following bullet points 

explain the summarized workflow of the tool (Andersson and Ekberg, 2017): 

 

● Input of basic building properties such as indoor area and indoor heated area 

● Input of energy and outdoor temperature data over a one-year period, data points can be 

either in an hourly or daily form. The energy data can be from simulation in another 

program or measured data from a real building 

● Input of DH price structure. There are price options for energy, power, flow/return 

temperature and price interval 

● Input of electricity price structure. There are price options for  

● Output of building heat power signature 

● Output of costs: total and detailed costs of all DH and electricity price components 

● Output of energy and cost saving KPI’s 

 

This tool is available in Swedish to anyone and may be downloaded from BeBo’s website, along 

with a user manual. The site also has an instructional video on how to use PRISMO.  
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3.3.1 District heating prices – input data 

The district heating costs are determined for the buildings with price lists from Stockholm Exergi 

and Norrenergi, for the years 2014 and 2019, respectively. Only the standard price lists for multi-

residential buildings are used, no add-on options are included. 

 

Daily data of thing heat demand is put into PRISMO together with outdoor temperature, also 

with a daily resolution. The outdoor temperature is added since the DH price structure of 

Stockholm Exergi takes it into account for creating a heat power signature of the building, from 

which the power level is determined.  

 

Next the DH price structure and options are added to the model: 

● Energy price: which for Stockholm Exergi is periodized, with prices varying with the 

time of year. The prices and their periods can be defined in detail 

● Power price: for the dimensioned heat power signature previously determined by 

PRISMO 

● Return temperature: the return temperature from the building is set here, as an average 

per month, along with the reference temperature from the DH company. Then the data for 

the bonus and malus fees are added 

 

3.3.1.1 Stockholm Exergi 2019 price structure 

The price structure of Stockholm Exergi for the year 2019 is presented in the table below and all 

parameters are used as input in PRISMO. The dimensioned power level is based on a linear 

estimation of expected heat power demand for the building when the outdoor temperature is -

15℃. 

 

Table 15. Stockholm Exergi price agreement for district heating of 2019 - “Fjärrvärme Bas” (Appendix 1). 

Power cost 

Power level [kW] Power level fee [SEK/year] Power price [SEK/kW, year] 

10 - 99 0 850 

100 - 499 2 500 825 

500 - 999 59 000 712 

1 000 - 2 499 161 000 610 

> 2 500 366 000 528 
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Energy cost  Return temperature (Nov-March) 

Period Energy cost 

[SEK/MWh] 

 Temperature [℃] Bonus/malus 

[SEK/MWh, ℃] 

April - October 250  < 50 - 6.15 

November - March 640  > 50 + 20.50 

 

 

 

3.3.1.2 Stockholm Exergi 2014 price structure 

The price structure of Stockholm Exergi for the year 2014 is presented in table 16 and all 

parameters are used as input in PRISMO. Similarly to 2019, the 2014 power level is based on a 

linear estimation of expected heat power demand for the building when the outdoor temperature 

is -15℃. 

 

Table 16. Stockholm Exergi (Fortum Värme) price agreement for district heating of 2014 - “Fjärrvärme Trygg” (Appendix 1). 

Power cost 

506 SEK/kW, year 

Energy cost 

Jan-March, Dec 714 SEK/MWh 

April, Oct-Nov 469 SEK/MWh 

May-Sept 285 SEK/MWh 

Return temperature bonus/malus (Oct-April) 

< 60℃ - 5 SEK/MWh 

> 60℃ 20 SEK/MWh 
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3.3.1.3 Norrenergi 2019 price structure 

The energy price component contains hourly price intervals which is a feature not available in 

the current version of PRISMO. Therefore, an energy cost for the winter period has been 

estimated by multiplying the difference between the low and high cost levels with the percentage 

amount of time the high cost level is active during a week, and then adding that to the low-cost 

level. This yielded a winter energy cost of 519 SEK/MWh. The price structure of Norrenergi for 

the year 2019 is presented in table 17 below, and all parameters are used as input in PRISMO 

except for the winter energy price, which is set to 519 SEK/MWh. The power level is based on a 

linear relationship of average daily heat power demand when the outdoor temperature is -13℃. 

 

 

Table 17. Norrenergi price agreement for district heating of 2019 - “Normalprislista för fjärrvärme” (Appendix 1). 

Power cost 

Power level [kW] Power level fee [SEK/year] Power price [SEK/kW, year] 

10 - 50 0 885 

51 - 300 2 127 843 

301 - 600 35 874 731 

601 - 1000 46 772 713 

1001 - 2000 70 560 689 

2001 - 5000 147 777 651 

 

Energy cost 

Period Energy cost [SEK/MWh] 

December - February: Monday-Friday at 6-11 

and 17-22 

552 

December - February: all other times 505 

October - November, March - April 414 

May - September 249 
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Return temperature (Oct-April) 

Temperature [℃] Fee 

30 ⪯ Temperature ⪯ 60 2.5 SEK/MWh  

> 60 20.50 SEK/MWh, ℃ 

3.3.1.4 Norrenergi 2014 price structure 

Similarly to 2019, the 2014 price structure has an energy price component with hourly intervals 

for winter time. The same estimation has been used in this case to retrieve an energy price that 

can be entered into PRISMO, which is 523 SEK/MWh. The price structure of Norrenergi for the 

year 2014 is presented in the table below and all parameters are used as input in PRISMO except 

for the winter energy price, which is set to 523 SEK/MWh. Similarly to 2019, the power level is 

based on a linear relationship of average daily heat power demand when the outdoor temperature 

is -13℃. 
Table 18. Norrenergi price agreement for district heating of 2014 (Appendix 1). 

Power cost 

Power level [kW] Power price [SEK/kW, year] 

10 - 50 885 

51 - 300 865 

301 - 600 814 

601 - 1000 772 

1001 - 2000 745 

2001 - 4000 701 

 

Energy cost 

Period Energy cost [SEK/MWh] 

December - February: Monday-Friday at 6-11 

and 17-22 

552 

December - February: all other times 510 

October - November, March - April 414 

May - September 249 
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Return temperature (Oct-April) 

Temperature [℃] Fee 

30 ⪯ Temperature ⪯ 60 2.5 SEK/MWh  

> 60 20.50 SEK/MWh, ℃ 

 

3.3.2 Electricity price structures 

The electric grid costs are determined for the buildings with price lists from Ellevio and 

Vattenfall Eldistribution AB, for the years 2014 and 2019, respectively. Only the price lists of 

low voltage L04S (for Stockholm municipality) and N3T (for Solna municipality) are used in 

PRISMO. The electric grid cost is later complemented with the energy tax for electricity and an 

average electricity trading price for the Stockholm region to obtain the total electricity cost, for 

2014 and 2019 respectively.  

 

3.3.2.1 Ellevio 2019 price structure 

The price structure for the electric grid supplied by Ellevio for the year 2019 is presented in the 

table below. 
Table 19. Electric grid cost excluding VAT for fuse over 63A (Appendix 2). 

Subscription  

Power 

Low voltage 0.4 kV High voltage 6-24 kV  

L04L L04S L10L 

Fixed cost 260 2600 1500 SEK/month 

Monthly power cost 62 50  SEK/kW, month 

Yearly power cost - - 285 SEK/kW, year 

High season cost - 53 76 SEK/kW, month 

Variable cost:  

High season time* 47.54 7.78 3.18 Cent/kWh 

Remaining time 9.46 7.78 3.18 Cent/kWh 

* High season time: weekdays 06-22 between 1/11-31/3, with the exception of Swedish holidays where the time 

between 0-24 constitute remaining time. 
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3.3.2.2 Ellevio 2014 price structure 

The price structure for the electric grid supplied by Ellevio for the year 2014 is presented in the 

table below. 

 
Table 20. Electric grid cost excluding VAT for fuse over 63 A (Appendix 2). 

Subscription  

Power 

Low voltage High voltage   

L0.4L L0.4S L10L 

Fixed cost 250 2000 1375 SEK/month 

Monthly power cost 37 30 - SEK/kW, month 

Yearly power cost - - 233 SEK/kW, year 

High season cost - 41 50 SEK/kW, month 

Variable cost:  

High season time 38.64 7.10 2.5 Cent/kWh 

Remaining time 8.80 7.10 2.5 Cent/kWh 

* High season time: weekdays 06-22 between 1/11-31/3, with the exception of Swedish holidays where the time 

between 0-24 constitute remaining time. 
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3.3.2.3 Vattenfall Eldistribution AB 2019 price structure 

The price structure for the electric grid supplied by Vattenfall for the year 2019 is presented in 

the table below. 

 
Table 21. Electric grid cost for fuse over 63A supplied by Vattenfall Eldistribution AB south region (Appendix 2). 

Subscription  

Power 

Low voltage High voltage   

N3T N4 N2 N2T N3 

Fixed cost 3 400 385 232 000 24 800  2 600 SEK/month 

Monthly 

power cost 

30 42 11 30 30 SEK/kW, 

month 

High season 

cost 

74 0 17 43 61 SEK/kW, 

month 

Variable cost:  

High season 

time* 

23.4 56 5.3 10 21 Cent/kWh 

Remaining 

time 

9.6 14.8 2.5 5.5 7.3 Cent/kWh 

* High season time: weekdays 06-22 between 1/11-31/3, with the exception of Swedish holidays where the time 

between 0-24 constitute remaining time. 
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3.3.2.3 Vattenfall Eldistribution AB 2014 price structure 

The price structure for the electric grid supplied by Vattenfall for the year 2014 is presented in 

the table below. 

Table 22. Electric grid cost for fuse over 63A supplied by Vattenfall Eldistribution AB south region (Appendix 2). 

Subscription  

Power 

Low voltage High voltage   

N3T N4 N2T N3 

Fixed cost 2 600 200 18 000  2 000 SEK/month 

Monthly 

power cost 

21 31 21 21 SEK/kW, 

month 

High season 

cost 

56 0 32 45 SEK/kW, 

month 

Variable cost:  

High season 

time* 

17.2 40.4 7.4 15.5 Cent/kWh 

Remaining 

time 

7.2 11.2 4.1 5.5 Cent/kWh 

* High season time: weekdays 06-22 between 1/11-31/3, with the exception of Swedish holidays where the time 

between 0-24 constitute remaining time. 

 

3.3.3 Inserting data in PRISMO 

The primary input data required to be inserted in PRISMO in order to make the program work is 

the energy calculations for the building, and the energy demand (usually aimed for DH) has to be 

calculated externally in the unit W, kW or MW. Moreover, the flow of the DH can also be 

inserted as well as the electricity demand (e.g. used by heat pumps) for the building. 

 

In the following step, the cost structures for both DH and electricity needs to be inserted. The 

cost structures can be found from the relevant energy utility companies and may depend on the 

region where the building is located since the energy utility company usually have different price 

structures for each region. Moreover, the electricity trading price has to be found as well and to 

get the real energy cost the energy tax can be added in this section since the unit and magnitude 

is the same for both.  
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The last step in order to get results from the program is to determine the heat power signature of 

the building, which can be adjusted by using different predetermined outdoor temperatures. Each 

energy utility company usually have different recommended outdoor temperatures to use, to get 

an estimation and with this, the recommended maximum heat power demand can be calculated 

by PRISMO. The results will present the monthly heat and power demand, as well as the 

monthly cost. The flow chart of the utilization of PRISMO is presented in figure 14, where the 

light grey boxes represents inputs made by the user.  

 

The final results and graphs have to further be processed externally from PRSIMO since the 

results from PRISMO are incomplete. Moreover, some adjustments in PRISMO are also 

necessary to do in order to obtain relevant data for the specific case. The results from PRISMO 

gives most of the data required for obtaining results, however, external processing is required to 

get results for a specific case. The adjustments and the external processing vary for each 

scenario. The tool PRISMO is set to fit specific price structures, thus some adjustments had to be 

made so the input data can be used.  

 
Figure 14. A flow chart illustrating the process of using the tool PRISMO.  
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4 Results and discussion 
4.1 Building energy provisions 
The DH and electricity required for heating is presented for the base building and all alternatives 

in table 23, together with their dimensioned DH power for Stockholm Exergi and Norrenergi. At 

the bottom of the table the dimensioned DH power in kW is shown for all building alternatives 

as determined using Stockholm Exergi’s and Norrenergi’s methods in PRISMO. As can be 

expected the base building has the largest energy and power demand than all of the alternatives, 

which demonstrate energy savings of 50% or more, except for the heat pump alternatives 5.4 and 

5.6, where energy savings are 45% and 49%, respectively. Alternative 1, the new construction, 

shows the largest energy saving of almost 70%.  

 

Table 23. Annual energy deliveries to the base building and its alternatives for space heating and hot tap water in kWh/m2. 

Energy delivery 

required for 

heating 

Base model Alt 1 Alt 2 Alt 3 Alt 4 

Space heating (DH) 128 22 27 67 41 

Space heating 

(electricity) 

0 0 0 0 0 

Hot tap water (DH) 40 30 30 0 6 

Hot tap water 

(electricity) 

0 0 0 0 8 

Total delivered 

energy needed for 

heating 

169 52 57 67 55 

Dimensioned heat 

power - Stockholm 

Exergi [kW] 

270 72 102 170 123 

Dimensioned heat 

power - Norrenergi 

[kW] 

252 67 94 158 114 
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Energy 

delivery 

required for 

heating 

 Alt 5.1 Alt 5.2 Alt 5.3 Alt 5.4 Alt 5.5 Alt 5.6 

Space heating 

(DH) 

0 8 35 21 15 11 

Space heating 

(electricity) 

47 39 30 31 46 35 

Hot tap water 

(DH) 

0 0 0 40 13 40 

Hot tap water 

(electricity) 

13 13 13 0 0 0 

Total delivered 

energy needed 

for heating 

60 60 78 92 74 86 

Dimensioned 

heat power - 

Stockholm 

Exergi [kW] 

0 104 162 160 150 131 

Dimensioned 

heat power - 

Norrenergi 

[kW] 

0 89 145 143 134 116 

 

4.2 Energy cost 
The energy cost difference and the relative change for each component between 2014 and 2019 

for the two scenarios are presented in the following figures. The only difference between the two 

scenarios is the price structures, where the first one is from Stockholm Exergi and Ellevio 

(Stockholm municipality), and the second is from Norrenergi and Vattenfall Eldistribution AB 

(Solna municipality).  

 

The components of the energy tax for electricity price, market electricity price and grid 

electricity price, for the various building alternatives have not been determined due to difficulties 

in doing so with PRISMO. Mainly the energy tax on electricity shifted during the studied time 

interval, in 2016, from being implemented on market electricity cost to grid cost during the 

studied time period. PRISMO does not have an option for entering energy tax on electricity and 

allocating it to either of the two price components, which is understandable since the tool was 

made in 2017, after the energy tax shift, and energy cost change over time was not the intended 
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way of using the tool (the main intended purpose of it was for comparing the energy cost of a 

base building with that of a more energy efficient alternative, using an actual energy price list for 

the location). This makes so that the tool alone cannot be used for electricity cost changes 

including dates prior to 2016, but must be complemented with separate calculations alongside it.  

 

In the following section the results are either presented in cost difference per m2 Atemp or relative 

change difference between 2014 and 2019, and same procedure has been implemented to both 

cases. The 10 alternatives have been placed besides each other to illustrate the differences 

between the alternatives, and further clarify the comparison.  

 

4.2.1 Stockholm Exergi and Ellevio 

For the first case, in Stockholm municipality with price structures from Stockholm Exergi and 

Ellevio all alternatives show an increase of total heating cost per m2 for 2019 compared to 2014, 

which is presented in figure 15. The alternatives that show greater increase are the ones using 

electricity fully or to some extent, which is the last seven alternatives, from alternative 4 to 

alternative 5.6. However, the base model which is fully heated by DH is also increasing 

significantly, with 18.0 SEK/m2. Regarding the energy cost savings, the alternative 1 is the best 

option since the change between 2014 and 2019 is the least, with 4.9 SEK/m2. In perspective, the 

second best option which is the alternative 2 with 6.5 SEK/m2 is roughly 33% higher than 

alternative 1. The alternative that increased per m2 the most from 2014 to 2019 was alternative 

5.3, with 23.9 SEK/m2. 

 
Figure 15. Total heating cost difference per m2 between 2019 and 2014 for the base model and all renovation alternatives, with 

price structures from Stockholm Exergi and Ellevio. 
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The percentage difference between 2014 and 2019 in total heating cost, DH and electricity is 

presented in figure 16, where the DH cost includes all three components, power cost, energy cost 

and lastly the bonus or malus from the return temperature. The electricity has increased 

significantly, by roughly 30% for the alternatives using electricity to some extent, due to the 

increase in the component costs in the total electricity costs. Between 2014 and 2019 the energy 

tax on electricity increased with 18.4% and the electricity trading price increased with 59%, 

which affected the whole Stockholm region. Moreover, the electric grid cost supplied by Ellevio 

also showed an increase in cost between 2014 and 2019. These results are also aligned with 

changes in electricity costs between 2014 and 2018, as reported by the Nils Holgersson Gruppen 

(see figure 10). 

 

As figure 15 shows, all alternatives have an increased total heating cost which indicates that DH 

also increases. However, it is shown in figure 16 that the magnitude of the change in DH is not 

as regular amongst the alternatives as for electricity. The most significant change is for 

alternative 5.2 with an increase in DH cost of 48.7%, this alternative is also the one with the 

lowest energy (DH) use.  

 

The reason for the change in DH cost is mainly due to the changes in the power price structure, 

since the energy cost and bonus and malus from return temperature does not change as 

significantly. The power structure goes from a single fee per kW in 2014 to a differentiated 

structure with a flat total fee and a fee per kW for a range of different power levels in 2019. 

These intervals are rather large, especially on the higher end of power demand, and for the 

building alternatives investigated here only the two first intervals encompass their dimensioned 

power demand. The first range is 10-99 kW, which only comes with a fee of 850 SEK per kW. If 

the building’s power demand exceeds that just slightly there will be a jump in cost since the next 

interval, 100-499 kW, comes with both a flat fee of 2500 SEK and a fee per kW of 825 SEK, 

meaning a lower fee per kW than the previous level. Thus, already at 100 kW a building has the 

same total cost per kW as one belonging to the lower interval, and beyond that the total cost per 

kW decreases. The power cost for 2019 is arranged so that higher power demand results in lower 

costs per power unit. This means that buildings of the lowest power level, a heat power demand 

of 10-99 kW, have to pay a higher power price than buildings belonging to a higher power level. 

This explains why the base building has seen a lower power cost increase than all other 

alternatives using DH, and why it varies so much in DH cost between alternative 2 and 

alternative 5.2 since they have a dimensioned heat power of 102 and 104 kW, respectively. Even 

though the alternative 2 and alternative 5.2 belongs to the same power level, the change in cost 

between 2014 and 2019 has increased far more for the latter alternative, due to a lower total 

energy demand. Alternative 2 has a total energy demand of 237 MWh, while alternative 5.2 only 

has 32 MWh. 
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Moreover, for this case alternative 1 is the alternative showing less deviation in difference 

between 2014 and 2019, compared to the base model. Out of all alternatives this one increased 

the least, with 15.4%.  

 

The alternative least favorable from an energy cost change point of view is alternative 5.2, which 

increased with 33.7% in total heating costs. 

  

 

 
Figure 16. Percentage difference in total heating, DH and electricity cost between 2019 and 2014 for the base model and all 

renovation alternatives, with price structures from Stockholm Exergi and Ellevio. 

 

The bonus from the return temperature is presented in figure 17. This figure shows the 

component cost for both price structures of 2014 and 2019 for all alternatives.  

 

Furthermore, in figure 17 it is shown that the power cost for alternatives with lower use of DH 

has a significant share in the total cost compared to the energy cost for heating and for DHW, 

e.g. alternative 5.2. Figure 18, which shows the percentage change of each price component 

between 2014 and 2019, indicates that the power cost is the component increasing the most. The 

total DH cost for alternative 5.2 in figure 16 is increasing significantly, with 48.7%, in 

comparison to the other alternatives due to a lower bonus from return temperature since the 

energy demand from DH is low while the power cost per kW is high.  
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Figure 17. Component cost for the base model and all renovation alternatives, with price structures of 2019 and 2014 from 

Stockholm Exergi and Ellevio. 

 

The power cost of DH has increased by 65-68% for the various alternatives, which is shown in 

figure 18 along with other price components. For the base building, the power cost has increased 

by 65%, but it has increased by 68% for alternatives 1 and 2, which have the lowest DH power 

demand of all buildings. This also is the case for the other alternatives with lower DH power 

demand; alternatives 3 and 4 have seen increases of 66% and 67%, respectively, and alternatives 

5.2 to 5.6 have seen increases of 66-68%.  

 

The energy cost for heating decreased the most for the base model, with 9.4% and the least for 

alternative 1 with 7.7%. The other alternatives had a decrease of around 8%. For the cost for 

DHW the increase was 13.1% for all alternatives. In this figure, it is more obvious to see the 

reason why the alternative 5.2 deviates so much in DH costs compared to the other alternatives, 

e.g. alternative 5.3 which is similar in the energy composition with both electricity and DH as a 

source for heating. The relative change in the components are similar for the two alternatives, 

however, the difference is the amount of DH used for heating and indicates that the price 

structures of Stockholm Exergi are more favorable for alternatives using more DH energy. When 

comparing the share of component costs for alternative 1 with that of the base model they both 

have the same proportion of power cost, but alternative 1 has a higher share of energy cost than 

the base model, which is the cost component which have seen a decrease over the time period, 

and this contributes to the alternative having a lower cost increase than the base model. 

 

When comparing alternative 1 and alternative 2, both which are fully heated by DH and have 

almost similar magnitude of DH demand, 200 MWh and 237 MWh respectively. The proportion 
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of power cost is lower for alternative 1 and also has a higher proportion of energy cost which has 

both contributed to a lower total change for alternative 1 between 2014 and 2019. The increase in 

power cost is the largest compared to the other components between 2014 and 2019, thus a larger 

share in this component induces a larger change in the total cost.  

  

Furthermore, the bonus from the return temperature was more favorable in 2014 compared to 

2019, especially for buildings with high energy demand, such as the base model. Even though 

the base model had the highest energy demand the relative changes for alternatives 1, 5.4 and 5.6 

were higher, amounting to changes of 43%, 43%, and 46% respectively, compared to the base 

model that had a relative change of 42.8%. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18. Percentage change of price components between 2019 and 2014 for the base model, and the renovation alternatives 

with the price structure of 2019 and 2014 from Stockholm Exergi and Ellevio. 

According to Nils Holgersson Gruppen the total DH cost has decreased by 2% in Stockholm 

municipality between 2014 and 2018, which is different to the increase of about 15% revealed by 

this study, for the period between 2014 and 2019. Due to this discrepancy, the heat power and 

energy demand of the reference building from the Nils Holgersson Report (see appendix 4) have 

been implemented into PRISMO, together with DH price structures for Stockholm Exergi in 

2014 and 2019. The change in DH cost for the reference building is presented in table 24. The 

total DH cost has increased by 7% over this time period. The aim of this comparison is to audit 

the results provided by Nils Holgersson Gruppen for the change of DH cost for Stockholm 

municipality, since it shows a declination in the relative change in DH cost while this study 
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shows an increase of relative change in DH costs. The reason behind this discrepancy has not 

been determined, but it is possible that it is a result of an enhancement of details regarding 

energy and power demand of the reference building, implemented in 2016. Important to note is 

that the reference building does not state a return temperature and so an energy discount or fee 

cannot be determined. 

 

Moreover, Stockholm Exergi’s return temperature threshold has been lowered during this time 

interval, with a similar discount/fee, which should result in a lower discount/higher fee, given 

that the building’s return temperature remains unchanged. With a return temperature considered, 

there should thus be a higher increase in total DH cost from 2014 to 2018, due to a lowered 

bonus. The renovation alternative 1 is the closest to the reference building of Nils Holgersson, in 

terms of total energy demand. Both alternatives belong to the same power level, the lowest one, 

thus results in similar power cost changes of 68%. The energy cost for alternative 1 reduced with 

7.7% and the total cost increased with 15.4%. The total energy from DH for the reference 

building was 193 MWh, while for the alternative 1 200 MWh. The reason alternative 1 is 

comparable with the reference building from Nils Holgersson report is due to the fact that the 

costs are dependent on the energy consumption and the heating source, which in both cases are 

from DH.  

 

Table 24. The change in DH costs in Stockholm municipality, between 2014 and 2018, for the reference building in the Nils 

Holgersson report. 

DH 2014 [SEK] 2018 [SEK] Change 

Power cost 31 878 53 550 + 68.0 % 

Energy cost 109 312 97 000 - 11.3 % 

Total cost 139 146 150 550 + 8.2 % 

 

 

4.2.2 Norrenergi and Vattenfall 

The total heating cost difference per m2 for the cost structures from Norrenergi and Vattenfall, 

which operates in Solna municipality, is presented in figure 19. The base model and alternative 2 

and 3 decreases in heating cost in 2019 compared to 2014, while the remaining alternatives 

increases in cost. The alternative that increased the most is the alternative 5.1 which is fully 

heated with electricity, with a difference of 22.1 SEK/m2. Moreover, the common denominator 

for the alternatives showing an increase in total heating cost per m2 is that they are heated by 

electricity to some extent and the alternatives with reduced cost are heated by DH. The changes 

in cost from 2014 to 2019 is mainly due to the development of the electricity costs since the 

district heating cost supplied by Norrenergi have not changed significantly. 
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Figure 19. Total heating cost difference per m2 between 2019 and 2014 for the base model and all renovation alternatives, with 

price structures from Norrenergi and Vattenfall Eldistribution AB. 

 

In figure 20 the percentage difference in total heating cost is presented and shows that electricity 

has increased with 34% for alternative 4 and with roughly 36% for all alternatives in alternative 

5. The reason why electricity has increased is due to the increased cost for the electric grid 

supplied by Vattenfall Eldistribution AB, as well as the other costs such as energy tax for 

electricity and the market price for electricity. Both the energy tax for electricity and the market 

price for electricity have increased substantially in the last few years.  

 

Moreover, as seen in figure 20 the DH cost has decreased in 2019 which means that the price 

structure of 2019 is lower than for 2014. The price structure for the two years is arranged in a 

similar way, with a power cost, energy cost and then a malus for the return temperature. The 

power cost for all alternatives in 2014 belonged to the power level 51-300 kW and had a cost of 

865 SEK/kW, year. For 2019 the range was divided in a similar manner, and also belonged to the 

power level 51-300 kW. However, for 2019 the power price was 843 SEK/kW,year but included 

a flat fee of 2127 SEK/year. When the power level exceeds 96 kW it is more expensive with the 

price structure of 2014, regarding the power cost. Below 96 kW the 2014 price structure is more 

beneficial. Only alternatives 1, 2 and 5.2 had a dimensioned heat power lower than 96 kW, and 
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thus would have had a lower power cost in the year 2014, while all other alternatives have a 

lower power cost for 2019.  

 

Furthermore, the energy price of DH has decreased for the winter period while the remaining 

time of the year it has remained unchanged between 2014 and 2019. The energy price for 2019 

was 4 SEK/MWh lower than for 2014. Another important parameter in the total DH cost is the 

malus for the return temperature, which was unchanged in 2019. This means that only the power 

cost and energy cost have an influence on the change of DH cost.  

 

Moreover, in terms of cost savings from 2014 alternative 3 is the one that decreased the most, 

with 1.4%. This alternative had no external input of electricity, thus did not get affected by the 

substantial changes in the electricity costs. The alternative that was the least favorable was 

alternative 5.1, which was fully heated by electricity and had the highest percentage change with 

36.5%. 

 

 
 

Figure 20.  Percentage difference in total heating cost between 2019 and 2014 for the base model and all renovation 

alternatives, with price structures from Norrenergi and Vattenfall Eldistribution AB. 

 

The component cost for both 2019 and 2014 is presented in figure 21. As seen in the figure the 

alternatives fully heated with DH have shown minor changes while the alternatives heated with 

electricity to some extent shows more significant changes. With the price structure from 

Norrenergi there is only malus when it comes to return temperature, and the malus has been 

unchanged between 2014 and 2019.  
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Figure 21. Component cost for the base model and all renovation alternatives, with price structures of 2019 and 2014 from 

Norrenergi and Vattenfall Eldistribution AB. 

 

The percentage change in price components between 2014 and 2019 is presented in figure 22. 

The power cost has increased for alternative 1, alternative 2 and alternative 5.2 with 1.1%, 0.1%, 

and 0.2%, respectively. For the remaining alternatives, which also belongs to the same power 

level as the previous mentioned, have shown a decrease in power cost due to a more favorable 

price structure regarding power cost in 2014. The energy cost has decreased with around 0.5% 

for all alternatives using DH due to lower prices during wintertime for price structure from 2019.   
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Figure 22. Percentage change of price components between 2019 and 2014 for the base model and all renovation alternatives, 

with price structures from Norrenergi and Vattenfall Eldistribution AB. 

 

The DH distributors operate under monopoly conditions, which can be reflected by the large 

difference in DH cost change over time compared to that of the electricity cost, where only the 

grid component is influenced by a monopoly operation. Between 2014 and 2019 the DH cost for 

the building alternatives in Norrenergi’s network has remained relatively unchanged, whereas it 

has increased for those in Stockholm Exergi ́s network. However, with this time interval chosen 

one large change in Norrenergi’s DH pricing between 2013 and 2014 is left out. In 2013 

Norrenergi had a significantly different price structure with one moving power price and a 

different method of determining the power level, a simpler energy price, and a volumetric flow 

price (instead of a return temperature fee). Meanwhile, the price structure of Stockholm Exergi 

(then Fortum Värme) in 2014 was similar to that of 2013. If the study instead had been made 

between 2013 and 2019 it is not unlikely that a larger change in DH cost would have resulted in 

the case of Norrenergi. 

 

4.3 Potential errors in modelling 

Energy demand for heating obtained for the building alternatives in this study is 10-15% higher 

than those obtained for the buildings in “Ett hus, fem möjligheter” fictionally placed in the 

Mälardalen region. The energy demand in this study was simulated using Excel, while in “Ett 

hus, fem möjligheter” the demand was simulated using computer software for building energy 

use. Almost all the data used for the modelling of building heat demand was taken from “Ett hus, 

fem möjligheter”, with the exception of outdoor temperature and solar irradiation. These climate 
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data have a large impact on heat demand and are not exactly the same as the climate data used in 

“Ett hus, fem möjligheter”. In BeBo’s project climate data for the Mälardalen region was used, 

whereas in this study outdoor temperature from 2018 and average solar irradiation values for 

Stockholm were used. Stockholm lies in the eastern part of Mälardalen, so climate data will be 

similar, but the use of especially outdoor temperatures from a specific year such as 2018 can 

result in heat demand being further from what would be an average heat demand over many 

years. 

 

The method for simulating energy demand in this report is not very complicated and can be 

implemented in a user-friendly interface such as Microsoft Excel, which arguably makes it a 

feasible method to use when guiding comparisons are to be made between numerous different 

buildings, like what has been the case here. However, this comes with the increased likelihood of 

the results deviating more from what they would be in reality, in comparison to a more detailed 

simulation tool. 

 

One potential error in energy cost change exists for alternative 3, due to the assumption of 

electricity from the solar panels fully covering the demand of the heat pumps. In reality the solar 

panels are likely to generate an excess of electricity during the summer that is sold to the grid, 

and a deficit during the winter, for when electricity for the heat pumps likely must be purchased 

from the grid. For a detailed analysis of energy cost change for this alternative the PV production 

must be simulated over the year and compared to the demand of the heat pumps, along with the 

prices of both purchasing and selling electricity from and to the grid. 

 

The return temperature was set to be 38°C for both scenarios, which in reality may fluctuate and 

be different, depending on the dimensioning and calibration of the DH substation. Return 

temperature is determined for every month and is based on the average return temperatures 

during this time period. As such, this fluctuation may impact energy cost. However, since the 

return temperature is set to be the same for both 2014 and 2019 the change in bonus/malus will 

be fully dependent on the changes in the price structure.  

 

In the case of Norrenergi DH cost results for the various alternatives there is the possibility of 

error, since their energy price structure contains hourly price intervals for winter time which 

currently is not featured in PRISMO. Therefore, in this study, an energy cost for the winter 

period was estimated by multiplying the difference between the low and high cost levels with the 

percentage amount of time the high cost level is active during a week, and then adding that to the 

low-cost level. It is possible that winter energy cost should be higher, since the higher price 

interval is active during both morning and evening, which represent times of when hot water use 

in residential buildings generally is the highest. However, the scaling of the winter energy price 

was done for both 2014 and 2019 price structures, which both contain the hourly price interval, 
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and the energy prices changed very little between these years, so this should have a very small 

impact on the percentage change in energy cost between those years. 

 

In order to obtain reliable energy cost results from PRISMO it is important that the energy 

demand, which is used as input, is accurately modelled or measured. However, in the case of 

energy cost change over time as it has been investigated in this study, errors in energy demand 

may not be as detrimental to the final result, since the same energy demand has been used as 

input for both 2014 and 2019. More specifically, the energy demand has been implemented as a 

constant factor, whereas the price structures of 2014 and 2019 have been implemented as the 

changing factors that become significant determinants of energy cost change. As such, 

reasonable guiding results on energy cost change should be attained, as long as building energy 

demand also remains reasonable.  

 

4.4 Sensitivity analysis 

The heating cost of a building is correlated to the outdoor temperature, thus a colder year will 

induce higher heating costs. The change of heating cost for the base model between 2014 and 

2019 for both scenarios, with climate data from both 2018 and 2017 are presented in table 25. 

The price structures are kept the same for respective case, and the only changing variable is the 

climate data in order to see the change it may cause. In the case of Stockholm Exergi, it can be 

seen that with climate data from 2017, which had a lower average temperature and also a lower 

minimum temperature, showed an increase in total heating cost from 15.6% with climate date of 

2018 to 16.9% with climate data from 2017. However, for the case of Norrenergi, no changes 

could be distinguished by changing the climate data.  

 

Table 25. Heating cost changes for the base model between 2014-2019 with climate date from both 2018 and 2017 for Stockholm 

Exergi and Norrenergi. 

Year of the 

climate data 

Power cost 

 

Heating cost DHW cost Bonus/malus Total cost 

Stockholm Exergi  

2018 64.9% - 9.4% - 13.1% -42.8% 15.6% 

2017 64.9% -9.7% -13.1% -45.2% 16.9% 

Norrenergi 

2018 -1.6% -0.4% -0.2% 0% -0.9% 

2017 -1.6% -0.4% -0.2% 0% -0.9% 
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The sensitivity analysis regarding the return temperature is only made on the base model with 

price structures from Stockholm Exergi since the other case with Norrenergi did not show any 

significant changes. For the simulated model as shown in part 4.2 the return temperature for each 

alternative was set to be 38°C which gives a linear bonus and malus and only dependent on the 

magnitude of DH. However, with variation in the return temperature the bonus and malus 

changes as shown in figure 23.  

 

 
Figure 23. Bonus and malus according to cost structures of Stockholm Exergi for return temperatures between 35°C and 70°C, 

for both 2019 and 2014. 

 

Moreover, the bonus and malus are a part of the total heating costs of a building and the relative 

change, with variation in the return temperature, compared to the simulated state with a return 

temperature of 38°C is shown in figure 24. Further from 38°C the greater the percentage change, 

especially when it comes to temperatures over the malus limit, which for Stockholm Exergi is 

50°C for 2019 and 60°C for 2014.  
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Figure 24. Percentage difference of total heating cost with return temperatures between 35°C and 70°C compared to that of the 

base model, for both 2019 and 2014.  

The power cost for both 2014 and 2019 in the power range 50-300 kW with price structure from 

Stockholm Exergi is presented in figure 25. In addition, the difference in the power cost between 

the two years are also included in the figure, and is shown on the second axis which is to the 

right. The difference between the two years is increasing with around 65-68% for the various 

power levels. For the lower power level, such as 50 kW the increase between 2014 and 2019 was 

68%, while the power level of 300 kW had an increase of 65% between the two years. 

 
Figure 25. Power cost with price structure from Stockholm Exergi in the power range 50-300 kW. 
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The power cost for both 2014 and 2019 in the power range 51-300 kW with price structure from 

Norrenergi is presented in figure 26. Additionally, the difference in the power cost between the 

two years is also included in the figure. The yellow dotted line marks where the price structures 

change their favorability, and switches at 96 kW. The price structure of 2014 is more favorable 

for power levels below 96 kW, while above 96 kW is more favorable for the price structure of 

2019. Thus, low power buildings are more affected by the power cost with the price structures of 

2019.  

 

 
Figure 26. Power cost with price structure from Norrenergi in the power range 51-300 kW.  
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5. Future work 
During this project it has been found that two improvements could be made to the tool PRISMO. 

One is the addition of a district heating energy price input option for energy prices containing 

hourly intervals with certain changes to energy cost, as is the case for the price structure of the 

DH company Norrenergi. The energy price for the winter months (December to February) is in 

Norrenergi’s case split into two components: one high demand price during weekdays between 

06-11 and 17-22, and one low demand price during the rest of the time. Norrenergi is a large 

provider of DH in Stockholm, being the second largest in the city together with Södertörn 

Fjärrvärme. Moreover, according to Norrenergi their detailed price structure reflects their 

production costs better, and it is not inconceivable that other actors could adopt a similar price 

structures in the future for the same reason. Thus, it could prove beneficial to add this pricing 

option in PRISMO. The other improvement is in regard to the electricity section of the tool. 

PRISMO shows total costs per price component for DH and visualize them in graphs, but 

visualization of electricity cost is not a feature in the tool. Here it could be beneficial to illustrate 

the parts that make up the electricity cost: market electricity cost and grid cost. 

 

For property owners it will be necessary to perform profitability calculations or LCC (life cycle 

cost) estimations to determine the profitability of energy renovations in multi-residential 

buildings. Apart from the tool PRISMO, BeBo also has a freely available tool for performing 

LCCs for renovation of a multi-residential building on their website. With this tool the cost of a 

renovation can be put in, together with the energy demand of the existing building and the 

renovation alternative, which in turn can be obtained from PRISMO. However, other important 

parameters specific to the property owner must be included to make the LCC estimation as 

relevant as possible. The project discount rate and change in rent income following the 

renovation need to be stated. Also, the future change in energy prices can be entered. It can prove 

difficult to estimate future energy changes, but in this report is compiled the change in energy 

prices in Sweden, as well as for the municipalities of Stockholm and Solna, as reported by the 

Nils Holgersson Gruppen since 1996, that may be used as a guideline for future price changes. 

With a renovation there may also be other aspects impacting the LCC, for example reduced 

property electricity use or reduced water consumption, which result in decreased operational 

costs. An example of a future work could thus be to perform detailed LCC for one or more 

renovation alternatives.   
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6. Conclusion  
The energy demand of the base building and its alternatives were simulated for the location of 

Stockholm and energy price structures were gathered for Stockholm and Solna municipalities, 

from the years 2014 and 2019. These sets of data were then used in the cost calculation tool 

PRISMO to obtain cost results for all buildings in each municipality and year, for which 

comparisons in energy cost change were made and assessed against the price structures. All 

objectives were met and as a consequence the aims of determining energy cost change for the 

buildings and which price mechanisms that have driven this change were achieved. The findings 

are summarized in this section. 

 

Results show that energy cost has increased between 2014 and 2019 for the base building and all 

its renovation alternatives in the scenario where it is placed in Stockholm municipality. 

Electricity cost is the component that has increased the most significantly in the total energy cost, 

with around 30%. District heating costs have increased, with the largest increase being 48.7% for 

alternative 5.2 and the smallest increase being 15.4% for alternative 1. When it comes to the DH 

price mechanisms the energy price component has decreased, so the price components that have 

driven the increase in total DH cost are the power price, which has increased by more than 65%, 

and the return temperature discount, which has decreased by about 40% for all alternatives 

except for the heat pump renovation alternatives with lowest DH demand, for which it has 

decreased by about 33%. Buildings of the lowest DH power level (10-99 kW) have a higher 

power cost than buildings with power demands above this level, and with the flat fee per level 

the total cost per kW becomes smaller the larger the power demand. This have resulted in the 

base building having the lowest DH power cost increase. Alternative 1 has the lowest increase in 

total energy cost, due to its high proportion of energy cost to power cost, despite a low DH 

power demand. Buildings with a low DH power demand, and where power costs make up a 

larger share of total energy cost, as well as high electricity demand, see larger cost increases over 

the studied period. Alternative 5.2 shows the largest increase in total energy cost due to its low 

DH power demand (yielding a high cost per kW) combined with electricity demand for the heat 

pumps to cover the base heat demand. 

 

In the case where the building and its alternatives are placed in Solna municipality, there is just 

like in the other scenario, a significant increase in electricity cost, in this case by around 36%. 

District heating costs have not changed significantly, with a decrease of around 0-2% for the, 

except for alternative 1, which have seen a 0.3% increase in cost. Most of the change in DH cost 

is determined by a change in power cost, which went from a flat fee per power level in 2014 to 

include a flat fee and a moving power cost for each power level in 2019. This made so that below 

96 kW the 2014 price structure is more beneficial, whereas above that power demand the 2019 

price structure is more beneficial. The energy cost of DH has seen a very small reduction of less 

than 0.5%, and the return temperature malus has remained unchanged. Alternative 1 has the 
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lowest DH power demand of all alternatives, which with the aforementioned threshold of 96 kW 

explains why it has seen a different DH cost change than all the other ones. Only alternatives 1, 2 

and 5.2 had a dimensioned heat power lower than 96 kW, and thus would have had a lower 

power cost in the year 2014, while all other alternatives have a lower power cost for 2019. Out of 

these only alternative 1 shows an increase in total DH cost, driven by the fact it has the lowest 

DH power demand of all buildings. Alternatives 2 and 5.2 have slightly higher DH power 

demand than that, and as such the lowered cost for DH energy demand is enough to negate an 

increase in total DH cost. The total cost for the alternatives heated fully or partially by electricity 

have all shown an increase, which is lesser the higher the extent of DH use is. Accordingly, the 

largest increase in energy cost is found for the fully electrified alternative 5.1.  

 

Comparison of obtained energy cost changes in this study with those of the Nils Holgersson 

Gruppen show that they are aligned for both DH and electricity in Solna municipality and for 

electricity in Stockholm municipality. However, the cost change for DH in Stockholm 

municipality in this study is about + 15%, whereas this change is reported as - 2% (between 2014 

and 2018) by Nils Holgersson Gruppen. Implementing Nils Holgersson’s energy demand data in 

PRISMO together with DH price structures of 2014 and 2019 for the same municipality shows 

that there is an increase in DH cost by 8.2 % over this time period, excluding return temperature 

discounts or fees, as return temperature is not considered in the Nils Holgersson Report. 
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Appendix 1. Price lists DH 
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Appendix 2. Price list electricity (grid) 
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Appendix 3. Solar irradiation 
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Appendix 4. Nils Holgersson reference building energy demand 
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